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HMC Summer Grant: The Selkirks
In August of 2011, seven Harvard Mountaineers set off into the wilderness
of the Northern Selkirk mountains in eastern British Columbia to climb Mt
Sir Sandford. The trip included former HMC President Jimmy Watts, organic
chemistry graduate student David Ford, and five undergraduate officers: Kathryn Sall, Sam Brotherton, Nick Waldo, Chris Heller, and Peter McCarthy. For
each climber, it was epically good and impossible to forget. The following accounts piece together memorable moments.

Selkirks, Ho!
by Peter McCarthy

N

eVer short of hair-brained schemes, Chris Heller asked me if I
wanted to write a proposal for the HMC Summer Grant for 2011.
Given his successful tenure as Cabin Liaison, his background in skiing too fast, and his knack for backcountry scheming, I needed little
convincing. Neither of us had a great idea for where to go, but we
knew that we wanted the trip to meet several criteria. We obviously
wanted it to be safe, educational, and ambitious. We wanted the trip
to be accessible, both financially and logistically, especially because we

Peter, Chris, and Jimmy make for the summit as seen from base camp.
Photo: Sam Brotherton

Dave and Peter cross under a crumbling, hanging glacier on the approach.
Photo: Sam Brotherton

learned from previous Summer Grant trips to the Cascades and to the
Wind River Range that trips have more participation when the crew
lives at an easily locatable basecamp. We wanted to go someplace the
HMC had not visited recently, or maybe ever. We wanted to camp on a
glacier surrounded by rock and snow routes. And we wanted to climb
some mountains. So with a little help from Google Maps, we settled on
the Selkirks, scratched together a proposal, and—God save the HMC—
a few months later seven hapless Harvard Mountaineers met on a dirt
road off of the Trans Canada Highway.
As it turns out, the Selkirks, and Mt Sir Sandford in particular, are
not near anything. For this reason, the trip ended up demanding a
greater commitment than Chris and I intended. The sad truth of the
current HMC is that its members no longer devote as much time to
climbing, mountaineering, or alpinism as they once did because of
the competitive pressures of academia and looming professional life.
Hardly ever does a Harvard Mountaineer devote a summer or longer
to climbing, and the summer trips end up lasting a matter of weeks
instead of months. Mt Sir Sandford’s remoteness meant that we had
to sacrifice some climbing time to the approach. The remoteness and
brevity therefore forced us to give up our goal of establishing a base
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Kathryn and Dave just after topping out onto the platuea glacier with the team’s tracks
arching left and Citadel in the background.
Photo: Peter McCarthy

camp from where we could launch attempts on several peaks and
routes as HMCers came and went as they pleased. To be fair though,
we also grossly underestimated the how long the approach would take
us and how difficult it would be.
When we met on the dirt road, we shared euphoric greetings, repacked, and re-loaded Jimmy’s truck and the HMC’s rental car to continue the approach. We drove 40-some-odd miles on this first road,
and then turned onto another to bump along for another hour or so.
At some point, we had to leave the rental car behind because this particular Chevy sedan had not been engineered for bumpy dirt logging
roads. Needless to say, the heat, dust, and frugal space of Jimmy’s
truck made us as comfortable as a tight bivy in lousy weather. But that
didn’t matter, because we, with the help of the truck, were kicking ass.
Our initial ass kicking came to an abrupt end, however, when we
approached a washed out bridge. The only available maps did not
reflect current logging road conditions, so we had to cross the same
river three times, once with a swim (read: unnecessary swim the for the
first crossing and a wade for subsequent crossings) and a Tyrolean, and
then we endured a royally pernicious bushwhack to reach the snow.
The bushwhack dampened group morale so much that, despite three
cameras on the trip, no photos exist of the ordeal. When we finally left
the prickers and biting insects behind, we had to climb up a series of
steep snow and rock slopes to the glacier on the plateau above. One
section involved scrambling across wet snowy slabs under a looming
dry glacier that periodically sent chunks crashing down the mountain.
We “sprinted” in pairs to safety on the other side, where we reapplied
zinc, roped up, and slogged up a steep snow slope to the plateau glacier above us.
Our chosen path took us over a saddle on the ridge between Mt.
Vidette and Citadel, and the top of the saddle revealed a vast expanse
of gently sloping snow-covered glacier stretching northeast to the Adamants. We welcomed the view and the relative flatness of the glacier
with gladness and more zinc, and we felt relief and accomplishment
because we did not have much farther to go until we reached the base
of Mt Sir Sandford. Behind us, meanwhile, we left Citadel, a small but
elegant peak with a snaking cornice running from bottom to top and a
wide bergschrund on its north face. Had we not woken up in the forest
to spend our energy bushwhacking, we would have climbed it.
When we reached the base of Mt Sir Sandford, we found a moraine
formed by two glaciers colliding at a right angle. Although we had
psyched ourselves up to the idea of building elaborate snow kitchens
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with islands, bar stools, and pantries, we succumbed to our exhaustion
and set up Bistro HMC on the rocks of the moraine. We pitched the
tents; melted water; admired the steep behemoth of Mt Sir Sandford
above us; nursed our feet and our hips; ate another impressively high
calorie meal; and went to bed early to attempt the summit the next day.
We rose from our tents in the wee hours of the morning, and separated our two rope teams by half an hour to give the leading team
some time to route find. Our plans lacked detail: we would wind
our way up the glacier above us to the base of a rocky ridge, gain the
ridge, follow it up to a steep narrow section of snow/ice called the
Hour Glass, and then follow the ridge to the summit. Jimmy led the
rope team across a miserable rock and scree field to gain the ridge,
by which time Dave had led Kathryn, Nick, and Sam just as far. We
celebrated our mild success by catching our breath and taking in the
view, and then we continued along the ridge. For a surprisingly long
time, we followed a veritable sidewalk until the rocks punctured the
obvious path. We rather inefficiently grappled with questions like “Do
we rope up here?” and answers like “Uh…I guess so,” and eventually
exited the ridge to what some author called “a system of ledges” on the
northwest face. Instead, we found ourselves standing on a steep rock
face punctuated by flatter, gravely sections with thousands of feet of
air below us. The rope provided little comfort because the rock offered
little protection, and because you could actually crumble the rock by
rubbing it with your hand. Jimmy and Sam eventually mustered the
cojones to charge up the slope to reach the bottom of the Hour Glass,
where we looked forward to firmer footing and a snack.
While Nick chugged honey from a bottle and Kathryn tumbled
into fits of giggles about the nuts in our snack bags, the clouds quickly
turned ominous. Clouds as dark as Tolkien’s Mordor were fast approaching from the southwest, and they threatened to trap us in a
thunderstorm on this God-forsaken heap of crumbs. Our slow progress on the face below us had eaten up our precious daylight, so we
decided to bail on the Hour Glass and the summit. We had some more
honey with our nuts, and then set up a series of rappels. By the time
we had completed two full-length rappels and some scrambling, we
had descended most of the hairy section of ridge and lousy rock, and
good thing, because the thunder was cracking over our heads. As the
team spread out on the ridge heading for a snow slope to take us back
to camp, Peter and Jimmy coiled the ropes in an onslaught of hail. As
we approached the place where we first gained the ridge, the static in
the air made our axes buzz and Kathryn’s hair stand on end. The buzz-
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Dave perches on the ridge along the ascent. Base camp is along the moraine on the glacier below.
Photo: Sam Brotherton
Sam pauses on the descent while Peter rappels behind him just before the hail hits.
Photo: Nick Waldo

ing, wind, and hail made it difficult to communicate, and we all felt the
seriousness of purpose and fidelity our situation necessitated.
After some confused discussion and route finding, we started descending a snow slope that eventually led us to the glacier where we
had made our camp. By the time we reached the glacier and the moraine, we had landed a half-mile or so downhill from camp, and the
hail had turned to rain. At least the axes had stopped buzzing, and
we were thousands of feet lower. When we made it back to camp, we
crawled into the tents to rest, dry off, and hide from the storm. By this
point in the trip, we had already realized we would only get one shot
at the summit because we needed more time than we wanted to give to
return to the car, and with it to civilization. Thus, it was only natural
to drink the whiskey we had slogged along the river, up through the
forest, and across all of that glacier. We toasted the fun of the day, the
new experience of crappy alpine rock on top of glaciers and storms,
our collective and unified competence for keeping ourselves safe, our
sheer luck, and just the fact that we were there.
The next day we packed up camp and started the slog back to the
truck. We continued to have a grand old time, but we—as individuals
and as a team—lacked the ambition, the passion, and the fire for where
we were going next or what we would do once we got there. Our
feet marched us to the truck, but our minds danced and played in the
mountains behind us. The rest of trip involved hilarious instances of
dancing nearly naked on the glacier, glissading long distances, hopelessly “snarl-fucked” ropes, Tyrolean theatrics, and an uncharacteristically but profoundly fun truck ride, but we also suffered from postremote-mountain nihilism.
The accounts that follow elaborate on moments of laughter, suffering, and learning. As old issues of Harvard Mountaineering attest, none can capture the depth of effort, fun, confusion, devotion, or
what-have-you that went into, took place on, and came out of the trip.
Blessed is he who knows the mountains…
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The Tyroleans
by Christopher Heller

I

n keeping with the general theme of the trip, we didn’t know what
to expect when we read “vehicle track”. Did that mean a dirt road, a
“I guess this used to be a road”, a four-wheeler track…whatever it was,
it appeared to stem from a more legitimate road to the east and wind its
way north up the valley just west of Mount Sir Sandford.
When Sir Sandford was first climbed in 1912, the favored route approached the mountain from the south, but as the glacier has shifted
over decades, that route has become too dangerous. We therefore decided that we should follow this “vehicle track” up the West valley,
schwack up to the Sir Sandford glacier near Mt. Citadel (see “A Mountaineering Trip: The Bushwhack” for an account of that nightmare),
and approach the mountain from the north.
The vehicle track did turn out to be a road, at least initially. Ditching
the Dodge rental sedan, we were able to get several miles up the valley,
crossing small streams, and iron bridges in Jimmy’s truck (a Ford F-250
that he intended to get rid of soon after the trip…so “what the hell” if
we beat the crap out of it). Before long though we came to a crossing
we could not make – a raging glacial melt river where the bridge had
washed out except for a few sketchy logs strewn across.
This first crossing didn’t present much of a problem on foot, but it
certainly made us curious about what was to come – based on our map
it looked like we would be crossing the river in several more places.
Seeing as the road deteriorated the further we got, it seemed likely that
the quality of “bridges” would as well.
The next river crossing was luckily still fairly straightforward,
though a step up in terms of the sketchiness factor: a single log spanning a narrow, swift section of the river. Luckily we all passed this test
in balance, but unluckily the next crossing was completely washed out.
It became clear pretty quickly that we should not try to wade across
with our packs, given the depth and speed of the river, and our preference for dry shit. We decided that it would be best to send one swimmer across shouldering a rope so we could build a Tyrolean.
Peter, being an avid surfer who is used to swimming in strong, cold
water, volunteered enthusiastically to do the dirty work and swim
across. Stripping down to his sneakers and Patagonia fancy-pants, and
with spotters ready to rescue him downstream, he took off like a salmon and made it across without any issues. Sweet.
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Jimmy pulls himself towards civilization, leaving glacier hung peaks behind him.
Photo: Peter McCarthy

After a little reconnaissance, we found two good trees and were
about to get the rope taut. Armed with Prusiks, Nick Waldo got himself situated as the first to cross. After a little bit of a struggle to get on
the line (we had to set up a stirrup so we could lift ourselves and clip
our harnesses in as close to the rope as possible), Nick started out. He
hadn’t gotten out far before those of us watching began to question
whether the rope was sagging too much for him to clear the water…
but not enough to stop him.
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By the time Nick made it to the middle, it looked like he could sit
on water – with his legs held high, the water just barely grazed his
Alaskan behind. Although he made it, we made some adjustments before sending the next person across. Now we were in business. Before
I could get my camera out to document the epic river crossing, Jimmy
had already scurried across, unclipped and towing a pack behind him
with almost laughable ease. If that wasn’t funny enough though, it certainly was when just a bit later Jimmy returned to take down the Tyrolean and waded across the river in about 15 seconds ¬– typical.
As you might imagine, the return trip was much the same. This time
I had the privilege of wading across, and as easy as Jimmy had made it
look, I was surprised by just how strong the current was. Trying to ford
the river with packs on would have been idiotic. This ordeal certainly
made me think about how difficult exploring the Selkirks must have
been before modern equipment, or without a group to set up such an
elaborate system.
In celebration of crossing the river like champs, and to cap off the
experience, Sam Brotherton cleaned the Tyrolean and crossed the river
in his best HMC style: his birthday suit.
Dave, Kathryn, and Jimmy scramble across the scree slope before gaining the ridge.
Photo: Sam Brotherton
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Left: The route as seen from where the
team gained the ridge. The almost horizontal zag going right is where the team
entered the face of sandy ledges, and the
top of the drawn route denotes where
the snow climbing begins and where the
team turned around.
Photo: Peter McCarthy

Bottom: Nick chugs honey and Kathryn
gets after it while Chris and Sam look
more normal at the turn around point.
Note the sun poking through the thunder clouds in the top of the frame.
Photo: Peter McCarthy

A Mountaineering Trip: The Bushwhack
by Kathryn Sall

D

evils club has begun to appear on our valley’s slope. I still have
scars from the deep set prickers that took months to wiggle out.
From afar its leaves look like those of a sap green maple, with a slender
stalk covered in a soft pelt. Up close the fur becomes individual barbs,
and thin spines cover the blade. We look over the map again. If we’re
right and Citadel is directly north, it’s time to go up. It’s 11 am. We
decide to backtrack a kilometer or two, and then begin working our
way uphill.
Six miles in, the road snakes in tandem with the Gold River. On the
trail, bear scat lies every kilometer or two. It gets fresher the farther we
walk into the valley. In Alaska’s Talkeetna Mountains, a bear attacked
four NOLS students around a blind river bend just a week past. “Hey
Bear!” breaks the silence every few minutes. Usually from Nick—a
forceful ‘hey!’ and a mellow ‘bear.’ It makes it seem like he’s seen one.
Not that a friendly hello will shield us from a sow protecting her cubs.
No matter. We’re headed up, hopefully above potential trouble.
Brush grows increasingly thick. Deforestation, we’re told. The incline steepens and our progression slows. The new growth, red alder,
makes impassable gates every few feet. We stop to snap and bend
the fledgling trunks. They stick out of the earth sideways like an outstretched hand waiting to be shaken. On the branches we catch the
spikes of our ice axes.
We kick steps in the soft ground like we’re walking on snow. The
pack’s bulk is more cumbersome than its weight, ducking and dancing
through trees. We waddle with the grace of swamp wallabies. And
pant. We’re not yet at any elevation.
We all have bloody hands and knees. I know my legs will be bruised
for weeks—even a night of drinking and dancing at the Kong leaves
me spotted. The terrain forces some five class moves—crawling on
a fallen trunk whose roots are at the top of a small cliff. At the top of
the tree we boulder up granite and walk through a bees nest. We’ve
moved up for seven hours and progressed two miles. Maybe two
miles. We don’t make it to snow. This is not mountaineering.
What the hell are we doing here?
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Misconceptions
by Nick Waldo

T

he Selkirks trip was a fantastic trip that was, however, hit by four
unfortunate misconceptions: that the road had a bridge, that the
bushwack was short, that the ascent to the ridge had snow, and that I
had a Minnesota accent. I believe other members of the expedition will
be writing articles on the actual climbing portion of the expedition, so
I’ll leave that to them as there is too much to cover here.
What I will address is the communication issue. This final misconception of the trip was a personal problem for me: my “Minnesota accent.” Being an Alaskan from a large family of Minnesotans, I can tell
you all about accents, oh ya you bet’cha. But I did not have one. Early
in the trip I was accused of this, but those claiming I had an accent
didn’t really have any proof until a conversation about ethnic diversity.
Being from a small town in Alaska there was very little diversity, one
example of which is that there were only two Jewish kids in my high
school. When I explained this, in a very normal voice, the rest of the
expedition heard me say “twoooooo Jwoooooooos.” Thus began the
first of the many nicknames assigned over the next four days, such as
Kathryn “Nuts” Sall, and Sam “peaches and cream” Brotherton, and
Peter “Captain” McCarthy.
Now, most of these nicknames are well deserved. Kathryn did indeed carry around the big bag of trail mix. Peter was the captain of…
well, something. But does a slightly rounder “O” really make an accent? No. This is the way of expeditions though. When you spend all
your waking hours with the same six people the same topics of conversation tend to be recycled repeatedly until myths of Minnesota accents
become fact.

“So, Did You Get Up Anything?”
by David Ford

I

t stings a little. It should. We had flown from Boston to Seattle, spent
a day driving to the middle of nowhere, British Columbia, another
two days bushwhacking and hiking, all to get one day to attempt our
objective, only to get shut down by a thunderstorm and sent back the
way we came. But even though we didn’t get to the top of anything,
Opposite top: Fourth class scrambling on the ridge before roping up.
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Opposite bottom: Repacking before descending as the clouds swallow the summit.
Photos: Sam Brotherton

the trip was one of the most rewarding trips I’ve taken and I think that
others who came feel the same way. This in spite of an absolutely abysmal ratio of time climbing to time traveling.
I hadn’t even heard of the Selkirk Mountains until six months before
our trip, when I saw a slideshow by George Hill (HMS ‘57) on the 1955
HMC Climbing Camp in the Selkirks. When Peter McCarthy proposed
that the HMC take a trip to the Selkirks to climb Mt. Sir Sanford, I
did what I almost always do before I go climbing somewhere: I start
searching on the Internet. I immediately learned two things. One was
that this mountain does not get climbed very often. The most recent
trip report that I could find was four years old. The other thing that I
learned is that this area is fairly remote. Most of the guidebooks and
webpages that I read informed me that chartering a helicopter is the
preferred way to reach the interior of the range. Needless to say, our
budget did not include a helicopter flight.
I was intrigued. In this age of Mountain Project, SuperTopos and
SummitPost, I had grown accustomed to being able to get my hands
on pitch-by-pitch, sometimes even move-by-move beta for any climb I
was interested in, whether it’s a single pitch climb at Cathedral Ledge
or an alpine route in the Alaska Range. Nevertheless, there we were,
contemplating an approach that involved an inactive logging road
whose condition hadn’t been reported on in four years, to reach a seldom-visited area. Based on the little information we could find, rock
quality sounded poor and the slide alder sounded worse, but I was
drawn to the idea of having to use all of my wilderness skills and really
be responsible for finding the path of least resistance in complex mountain terrain. On more frequently traveled ground, we readily surrender
that responsibility to guidebooks, beta from fellow climbers, cairns and
rappel stations, but there is a real joy to venturing beyond these conveniences and doing that work for ourselves.
Even though we failed to summit Mt. Sir Sanford, we had many
smaller victories on the way, and I feel that we really accomplished
quite a bit even to put ourselves in position to give it a try. We found our
way over swollen glacier-fed rivers, through dense new-growth forests
and over third class terrain, all with 70–80 pound packs. And that was
just to gain the Sir Sanford Glacier! Each step of the way forced us to
make important decisions, constantly evaluate our route and manage
hazards, and that experience was incredibly satisfying. I think that as a
result of this trip, each of us feels more confident mountaineering “off
the beaten path”, and I know that I personally would like to do more
climbing in this style, even if the chances of success are quite a bit lower
than in the Tetons or the Sierras.
20

The crew looking fly in its HMC swag shortly before dropping off the glacier on the
return to the truck. From left to right: Chris, Peter, Dave, Nick, Jimmy, Kathryn, and Sam.
Photo: Peter McCarthy
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New Life
by Shawn Hall

I

‘ll never forget the curious looks from sailors bustling around the
dock as I carried my ski kit up the gangplank and up onto the aircraft carrier. I could almost read their thoughts—“where does this
jet pilot think he’s going…ain’t no skiing in the Middle East.” Other
than Dubai’s indoor skiing at the Mall of the Emirates, they were right.
However, the ship was scheduled for a port call in Italy on the way
over and France on the way back. This meant that I would have two
shots at the Alps.
Moving into my stateroom onboard the USS Truman was a bit
surreal and I felt an array of emotions. After 8 years in the Navy, I
was nearing the end of my commitment and I intended to resign my
commission. Flying FA-18 fighter jets had been my entire world. I
knew good times and bad, life and death, deployments with the best of
friends and much time away from my pretty young wife. I was going
to miss those moments of absolute clarity when, under the gravity of
the circumstances, I became hyperaware of my movements and surroundings.
The ship’s stop in Naples was a bit too early for snow. My gear
sat onboard the carrier while I ran off to spend Thanksgiving in Rome
with my squadron mates. I did, however, manage to ski on Christmas
day with my wife in Dubai. The slope reminded me of West Point’s
tiny ski hill that I raced on as an undergrad—too small for a GS, but just
right for a mediocre slalom course. Dish dash cloaked sheiks bombing
down the course made for an interesting experience.
After 6 months spent flying close air support missions for the US and
British Army in Iraq, we sailed through the Straits of Hormuz for the
Red Sea, Suez Canal, Mediterranean, and then home. Prior to leaving
the Med, however, the ship pulled into Marseilles for nearly a week. I
had organized previous outings for the squadron and I decided to lead
a trip to the fabled Chamonix. Together with about ten other pilots and
back-seaters, we loaded up two diesel vans and pushed north.
Unfortunately, we had missed the end of the official ski season by
3 days. This slight oversight on the part of the Navy—I guess they
didn’t have my ski agenda in mind when they planned the deployment—ended up working out to our favor. We found ourselves on the
winning side of supply and demand as local hoteliers competed to fill
their rooms with the only customers in town.
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L’Aiguille du Midi from the valley and from the south.

Photos: Shawn Hall
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On our first night in the valley I met a fellow Californian skier who
had grown up at the base of Mammoth Mountain. He was scraping
out an existence as a ski guide on the Valley Blanche. My intentions
to ski the valley solo were dashed, thankfully, by the seriousness of his
look when I revealed my plans. “Stupid idea” he said bluntly, “this is
glacier skiing, not a back bowl in the Sierras.” His eyes told me that
this wasn’t a sales pitch from a hungry guide. It’s difficult to refute the
number of deaths in the valley every year.
The next morning I serendipitously ran into a fellow Yank who was
kitted-up with proper alpine gear. He mentioned that he had spent
the week climbing in the area, but that he intended to ski the valley the
next day. I asked to join and we agreed to meet in the lobby of his hotel
the next morning.
That night it DUMPED. Like a child on the night before Christmas,
I barely slept. Visions of fresh tracks danced in my head.
The next morning we met for breakfast. Our Argentinean guide arrived in the café with a doubtful look. “Avalanche danger is too high”
he said. Having spent the previous days climbing with my newfound
friend, the guide turned to me and asked if I could climb. “Other than
some top-roping as a cadet and a little bouldering as a teen, not really”
I replied. I quickly followed-up with “but I’m absolutely game!”
After trading my ski boots for a pair of Scarpas and crampons, we
headed up the gondola to Aiguille du Midi. We walked through the
caverns etched out of the granite and emerged from the tunnel onto a
ridiculously exposed eastern ridge. To my left, thousands of feet below, lay the tiny village of Chamonix. I had done some scrambling
back home in the Sierras, but this was something entirely different. I
felt like I was back in the cockpit of my FA-18.
On the ride up I received some ad-hoc training on the self-arrest and
crampon placement. By training, I mean verbal advice. The concepts
seemed pretty simple and I was confident in my ability to learn on the
go, but I was surprised by the nonchalant attitude of our guide. We
were either going out on a simple tourist stroll through the hills or he
had completely over estimated my climbing capabilities.
Tied-in to the end of a three man conga line, I worked my way down
the eastern ridge and then across the Col du Midi to the Refuge des
Cosmiques. Over a cup of hot tea we discussed options for the rest of
the day. We could either walk down the Galcier du Geant to Italy or
head back to the Aiguille du Midi station via the southern ridge. The
first option would be a walk and the latter a bit more “technical.” I
opted for the second option.
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The author preparing to descend into the abyss of French alpinisme.

Photo: new friend

We worked our way up, over, down, and around the mountain’s
southern sawtooth spine. Having just repelled down to a small ledge
on the eastern wall, I began traversing the face, surgically placing the
front points of my Grivels into minute divots and fissures in the granite wall. Time slowed down and my world shrunk to my immediate
vicinity. I was absolutely aware of every movement—a familiar inner
calm took hold.
There were many things I was going to miss about flying fighters,
but at that instant I realized I wouldn’t have to give up challenging
situations that required trust in others, trust in one’s equipment, and
most of all, trust in oneself. I would be alright in my new life. Allé.
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A Semester in Patagonia
by Kathryn Sall

F

ive days into our course, an instructor asked, “What’s different
about Patagonia? What makes you know you’re here and not just
in the woods anywhere else in the world?” We all paused for a moment and contemplated. I was the first to speak up--- “Well, nothing
really. Maybe we know it’s Patagonia because it brought the 16 of us
together. But the location doesn’t matter. This group could be placed
anywhere in the world and have the same experience.” I couldn’t have
been more wrong.
Twenty of us, sixteen students and four instructors, formed the
Bandidos. We had embarked on a month in the mountains near Cerro
Castillo in the Aysen region of Patagonia, Chile on a NOLS (National
Outdoor Leadership School) course. With wide eyes and cold toes
we started walking. Some were outdoor ed majors and some hadn’t
ever seen snow. We sharpened our basic skills in the woods and then
moved higher to put us in a good position for climbing.
And climb we did. After a few failed attempts because of questionable snowpack and sketchy looking cornices, we made it—all twenty
of us summited an unnamed mountain together. After seven-hours
up filled with crampons, fixed line ascents and some scrambling on
talus, we finally reached the cumbre. We waved a Chilean flag and
hugged and started down before windburn froze our noses. From then
on the mountain was known as Cerro Bandido. We plunge stepped
(plunge frolicked really) our way down and sat on our shells sledding
in a chain into our snow kitchen.
We left the base camp and conquered “zona peligrosa,” danger
zone, where one of our team members was lifted up by the wind. One
student had a near miss, escaping an avalanche followed by rockfall by
ten feet. We slid whenever possible and mastered the ice axe steering
system (steeze points if you could land on your feet). Pretending to be
Russians and throwing caution to the wind, we intentionally climbed in
the worst weather possible. In true Russian style, we left our rain jackets in the tents. Monoski, Choroski, and Stolichnaya (newly Russian
named companions) led rope teams until hail that left bruises forced a
Top: Hauling loads, enjoying the scenery.
Bottom: No more loads.
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Photos: Kathryn Sall

turnaround. The scenery surrounding us took our breath away daily.
So much vibrancy poured out of a mountain range with so little life.
Virtually no wildlife was on the ground except for the huemul, a small
endangered deer native to Chile. People spend months in Patagonia
and never see one. We saw groups of them twice. Condors flew above
us multiple times, an omen for good climbing.
So how’d we know we were in Patagonia? Because the coihue trees
and sand castle mountains made you feel like you were in a Dr. Suess
book near the Grinch’s house. Only in Patagonia do you meet a poblador on his rancho who tips his boina to you and invites you inside
his home. Only in Patagonia are NOLS courses rationed a bombilla,
gourd, and two weekly bricks of maté herb. Only in Patagonia can you
lie in the sun in a tee shirt and (literally) ten seconds later be pegged
by freezing rain.
Because nowhere (or at least very, very few places) in the world do
you feel so wonderfully small and wonderfully alone. Even designated campsites were untainted. Maybe it was the three feet of snow covering whatever damage was done. Maybe it was that other people who
had come through wanted to preserve the magic. It felt like we were
discovering a secret forest for the first time. We drank water straight
from the stream and only saw those we sought out.
And now here I sit in the library wanting to be outside. Needing to
be outside. The city has become more suffocating than any smog or
pollution could ever account for. The pull south (180° south in fact!)
can’t be ignored. But I drank an Austral calafate beer, which according
to Patagonian legend guarantees my return. I hope sooner rather than
later.
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The First-Ascent of Cerro Niño
by Peter McCarthy and Tucker Pforzheimer

Like red wine, memories of trips past are best left to breathe a spell, and
mulled over only after the impurities have settled. My memory of this trip has
perhaps breathed so long that the impurities have solidified at the bottom of the
bottle, creating a coagulated chunk of tannins fit to be packaged and sold as an
instant hangover.

T

hese are the opening words of Tucker Pforzheimer’s trip report
about our brief climbing trip in Conservacion Patagonica’s soonto-be national park in the Jeinimeni Mountains of Chilean Patagonia.
HMC grad Nadine Lehner ’09, who was working at the park headquarters, half-convinced us to travel south, see the park, and nab some
first-ascents in its unexplored mountains. Our imaginations did the
second half of the convincing. So we went during the J-term semester
recess in early 2011, and I flew to the Balmaceda airport in Coyhaique,
in the Aysén region of Chile, and hoped to find Tucker.
Never more dapper in his new pair of gaucho corduroys from two
weeks’ travel with his family, Tucker indeed found me. We also met
Scott McIntyre, who was on his way to meet his wife and Nadine’s
colleague, Katie. A skier, sailor, handsome, cooler than both of us combined, Scott had rented a serious Mitsubishi pick-up truck complete
with a roll cage, a bed cover, a skid plate, and five studded tires (one
spare). The (mostly dirt road) drive took us 7 or 8 hours, but the scenery absorbed us. Patagonia is humongous, rugged, elegant, stunning.
When we got there, the girls greeted us with hot food and delicious wine, just as we had imagined. Well, almost. Some other fine
young gentlemen pointed us towards lukewarm food, but Nadine and
Katie did eventually arrive with wine in tow. Mostly busy working,
Katie and Nadine generously showed us around the Estancia and the
park, and they provided crucial basecamp support. We also earned
ourselves the nickname niños because of—we can only assume—our
boyish good looks. Organizing and provisioning ourselves proved difficult, but we eventurally found blocks of margarine and questionable
cheese, and unleaded gasoline for our MSR Dragonfly stove. When
we first tested the gasoline, we drew straws to light the stove because
we were convinced that one of us would incinerate his eyebrows. It
burned dirty, but very efficiently. Jankily provisioned, we set off.
We aimed to walk up the Valle Furioso, a small valley that runs south
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Precariously balancing in the wind, Tucker raises an arm in triumph on the summit.
Photo: Peter McCarthy

before dumping into the east-west flowing Rio Chacabuco, and climb
whatever mountains we found at the end of the valley. Conservacion
Patagonica (CP) had just finished building the first bridge across the
Chacabuco a few miles east of the Furioso, so we took advantage of it.
We imagined that we could walk through the Valle Chacabuco’s low
shrubbery until we intersected the Furioso, where we could turn north
and eventually set up base camp. Like any Patagonian bushwhack
though, reality smote our preconceptions.
The gravely soil and thin shrubbery soon gave way to a thick, muddy swamp filled with several species of prickly bushes. These had fun
names like Mother in Law’s Pillow, and their barbs and thorns pierced
everything, even Gore-Tex, and some of the prickers lingered for days.
Trying to avoid the swamp, we hugged the edge of the Valle Chacabuco by walking along the base of a bluff. After clawing our way through
one too many sticky, prickly, calorie intense obstacles, we decided to
leave the Valle Chacabuco by going up. We thought we would avoid
the swamp and we take a hypotenuse over the foothills to the Furioso.
Foiled again. We scrambled up a miserable gully —loose gravel
underfoot and only thorny foliage to arrest a fall—and eventually
reached flatter, rolling hills. By this point, exhaustion mandated we
find a campsite. We struggled to find water and even contemplated
drawing water from stagnant ponds before Tucker found us a thin,
clear stream weaving through a patch of trees. The stream came complete with a comfortable, relatively sheltered campsite, and a fleshless
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jawbone sitting in the stream a little below camp.
I don’t remember when, but, at some point during the next day,
we decided that climbing whatever mountains lay above us would be
easier than traversing rolling foothills and steep drainages to reach the
Furioso. Sore from our yucky gully ascent the day before and filled
with animosity towards the thorns, we cringed at the prospect of descending. We also knew that nobody had been to any of these peaks
before us, so any successful ascent would constitute a first-ascent. So,
armed with only a loose recollection of the topography before us, we
found our way to a camp within striking distance of a summit.
We camped at tree line, next to a healthy stream, and below two
huge piles of brown scree. Behind these lumps, we could see the wind
tearing across the summit snowfields of what we had dubbed peak #4.
From the road along the Rio Chacabuco, we had seen four summits
enclosing the Valle Furioso, and #4 capped the southeast end of the
Furioso cirque. The route to the top appeared simple enough, but we
decided to carry crampons, a rope, and a light rack in case we needed
it. Once again, we had made camp before we ran out of daylight, so we
explored a bit before dinner. We eventually found a way down into the
Furioso, but we had already committed ourselves to #4. Plus, we were
standing in a large field of dandelions—great for adding to our uninspiring dinner—and in a freak snowstorm—not great for anything.
The dandelions took so long to boil that the storm eventually subsided
by the time we gave up on boiling away their bitterness. We added
margarine, choked it down, and went to bed.
When we woke up on summit day, we found questionable skies
and an inch or so of new snow on the ground. We had grown numb to
the fickle skies above us, but we found the snow exciting. If nothing
else, we felt more like legitimate mountaineers. From camp we could
see that the right scree bulge above us had unpleasant cliff bands at
its base, so we climbed up the left side of the drainage between them.
Steep, flowing, and filled with lose rocks, the drainage promised nothing but misery. The left scree bulge had some dicey cliff sections at its
base, but we found an easy enough pass between them.
By the time that we topped out above the false summits of the scree
bulges, we were climbing through stiff wind and low visibility. As we
climbed higher, we could see less and less, but every once in a while we
would find a large outcropping of boulders or a unique snow patch.
We used these to mark way back. As the summit came into view, the
wind blew so hard that to communicate we had to scream into one
another’s ear and use a hopeless but aggressive menagerie of hand
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signals. We had pulled our hoods over our helmets to help prevent
the helmets from blowing away, and their clattering roar obscured our
thoughts. Our ice axes turned into crucial crutches, especially when
we used them to crawl our way up the last summit bulge. In the most
intense wind of our lives, we literally crawled to the summit.
Thrilled, and barely standing on our own power in the wind, we
snapped a few photos and then descended. Perched on rock jumbles
and rime, we peered into the cliffed abyss of the northwest face of
#4. We also considered continuing north along the ridge to where we
imagined #3, but we could not see enough of the terrain to even hope
for a safe return. On the descent, we broke through the cloud layer
relatively quickly because the clouds had been rising as we climbed.
We even saw a few glimpses of the Furioso, and we couldn’t help playing in and leaning into the wind as far as it would hold us.
Back in the calm camp, we collapsed for a nap before anything else.
The noise from the wind higher up had made us temporarily deaf, so
we snacked more than we spoke. Gnawing crackers and margarine—
we had passable dinner and breakfast foods but lousy lunch rations—
we decided to head down the mountain with the hope of finding Nadine and going on another exploratory trip.
We found a relatively easy route down to the Valle Chacabuco, but
we ran into a problem when we hit the Rio Chacabuco: we could not
cross it. Fast, wide, and deep, the river threatened to sweep our belongings and us away. We walked as far upstream in the direction
of the bridge as we could. Eventually, the riverbanks—and the entire
valley—turned into swamp. Deep mud, dense vegetation, menacing
prickers, and dampness. We slogged for at least four miles and just as
many hours through this hell before we returned to terra firma. By the
time we hit the bridge, it was too late to get a ride back to the Estancia,
so we nursed our nasty feet, spoke little, and slept like dead men.
In the morning, the world was a better place. After all, we had just
climbed our first first-ascent. We niños celebrated the non-technical
venture for its wind, snow, and newness of the flora, fauna, and earth.
We also felt more capable of navigating the Chacabuco and a way into
the Furioso. Our jaunt into and return from the shrouded and obscured
fueled a confidence in ourselves to climb whatever lay within the Furioso. Our simultaneous struggle with the landscape and wonder of
its newness cemented our curiosity and devotion to it. We could not
call ourselves anything but niños exploring just for the sake of it. As of
this writing, no other climbers have passed through the region and no
reliable maps exist. The only climbed peak on the map is Cerro Niño.
The wind tears across the summit of Cerro Niño as seen from camp.
The view north along the corniced ridge from the summit with cliffs in the foreground.
Photos: Peter McCarthy
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A glimpse north in the unexplored and unclimbed Furioso.
Photo: Peter McCarthy
Peter leans into the wind and approaches lift-off with Peak #1 in the background and the Furioso
running below from right to left.
Photo: Tucker Pforzheimer

Adirondack High Peaks First Ascent
by Gil Moss

A

Picture of a cliff band, taken from an airplane, appears in Don
Mellor’s 1996 climbing guidebook with the caption “has this ever
been climbed?” So three years ago, my brother Jeff and his friend
Dominic went to reconnoiter it. They found the base of the cliff only
through herculean feats of orienteering and bushwhacking, but they
were completely spent by the time they got there, and decided not to
attempt an ascent.
My brother approached me this spring with the prospect of returning to the cliff with him to climb it once and for all. Three years ago,
he had stood at the base of the cliff, saw a line that looked like it might
have pro, but had walked away. Returning to the cliff, he would know
exactly how to get there without making the kind of mistakes that had
cost them time and energy the previous time.
At 11:40am on Saturday we finally hit the trail with packs that
weighed roughly 1,300 lbs. When we reached the steep part of the
hike, I was ready to set up camp, not do the equivalent of 5,000 squat
thrusts while holding a refrigerator. No but seriously, the trails go
straight up the side of the mountains and require you to do sequences
of 5.1 up- and down-climbing every half mile or so. After summiting
Basin, the trail veered west but we didn’t. Continuing south along
the ridge toward the top of the cliff meant “bushwhacking,” which
to those unfamiliar with the Dack Shwack can only be described as
swimming blindly (while carrying a refrigerator) through an ocean of
pine needles while millions of tiny hands (spruce boughs) try to pull
you down into the mossy depths of top soil so they can absorb your
nutrients. Jeff somehow knew when we were close enough to the cliff
to drop our packs and find a few feet of open moss to “set up a tent”.
With the remaining light, Jeff went to the top and rapped a little ways
down to the cliff to determine where along the top of the cliff we were.
Since the cliff domes out near the top, he was able to walk back up.
The next morning we guessed where the top of our prospective
climb was and I lowered Jeff off the top. Half a rope-length down he
stopped and climbed back out, to report that all he’d climbed was a
wet 5.5 unprotected slab, but that he could see we were about 50 feet
away from the targeted climb. We moved through thick vegetation
again and, guessing at where we were, I lowered Jeff down again. We
had overshot, but he was able to traverse to a tree in the middle of the
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The Basin Mountain Amphitheater. The route follows the vertical line, and the box of
text reads and points to “Large Leaning Slab.”
Photo: Moss Brothers

cliff and set a directional right above the climb. I lowered him all the
way and he top-roped the climb, assessing pro and loose-rock. Once
he reached the tree in the middle of the cliff I rapped down to meet
him and then rapped the climb, also inspecting the pro. We both came
down to the base and pulled one of our ropes (leaving our rap line 20
feet off to the right just in case). Then, I racked up, tied in, and started
up the blocky chimney at the bottom of the climb.
The part of my brain that worries about loose rock got flashpumped, since a few large blocks in the chimney were loose and needed 100% avoidance. That made it feel like 5.8 but in reality it was 5.6
or 5.7. Pulling the little roof at the top of the chimney was easy, and I
gingerly stepped around a microwave-sized block perched on a ledge,
and started up the 5.7 shallow corner. To my delight, it was good 5.7
climbing and some fun moves! At the top of the corner you can reach
up and grab a prow and swing out around the corner to begin a traverse on a very thin face. I loosely slung the prow and placed a gray
wildcountry zero, which is meant for aid climbing, but is supposed
to be able to handle a few kilonewtons. As I began to traverse to the
next placement six feet over, I grabbed a half-pad crimp and leaned
out, palming a ripple for stability while I moved my foot. Just as I
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moved my foot, the crimp ripped off and I nearly took a big whipper
on aforementioned gray cam. I have no idea how I managed to stay on
the wall-- I think it was some killer instinct inside of me that instantly
created extra tension on the other little ripples that didn’t rip off. Like
in Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom when he nearly falls into that
bottomless chasm but waves his hands and stays on. A little shaken, I
finished traversing, placed a good piece, and battled rope drag through
the remaining unprotected 15 feet to the tree. Whew!
I set up a belay at the tree and brought Jeff up, then started up the
“second pitch.” Since it’s lower-angle, the second pitch is no more than
5.3 climbing, though very runout. Runout, wetness at the top, precariously perched blocks and dead trees, and mounds of soft moss/mud
made crossing the boundary from cliff to woods pretty scary. But then
I tied off a couple trees, brought Jeff up, and that was it! The Basin
Amphitheater had been mountain climbed!
We followed our boot-prints in the moss back to our camp, packed
up, and eventually made it back to the trail. We were exhausted, but
that didn’t matter because we still had to hike out. We decided to hike
out differently than we had hiked in, because it appeared to have less
steep ascent/descent than the way we had come. It may have been a
mistake, because even if we hadn’t missed a trail junction it may not
have spared us any steepness. Nine and a half miles later we hobbled
on sore feet and knees back into the Garden trailhead and spiked our
packs into the ground in the last rays of daylight. Since the parking lot
had been full the previous day we’d had to park in Keene Valley and
walk the 1.5 miles to the trailhead. The last thing we wanted to do was
stroll down the road in the dark for 1.5 miles, but there were no rides
to be thumbed.
By the time we reached Keene Valley, we were hobbling, all restaurants were closed and that bouncy after-glow lightness of having just
done something awesome was basically gone. But there was a deeper
after-glow that was untarnished. As far as the internet and the authors
of the new Adirondack Rock guidebook could tell us, we were the first
to climb the Basin Mountain Amphitheater. HMC4EVA!!!
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The route.

Photo: Moss Brothers

Route Description
by Jeff Moss

Whaamburger – 5.7 - PG - 2 pitches

P1 - Climb the blocky chimney 25’ left of a vegetated, left facing
corner formed by an enormous leaning slab at the right end of the wall.
Pull the small roof and move up the left facing corner to the prominent horn. Pull around the corner and traverse right. Unprotected face
climbing up to the tree. P2 - 5.easy climbing to the top.
Cliff Description
Directly south of Basin Mountain’s summit there exists a beautiful
amphitheater shaped cliff that has seen little attention. Some reasons
for this may be the many hours of hiking and bushwhacking required
to gain access, the density of the vegetation surrounding the rock
which inhibits both navigation and travel, and the fact that the cliff is
not visible from most of the vantage points on the surrounding mountains. A trip to the Basin Mountain Amphitheater requires an affinity
for the “whole experience” and will exemplify Adirondacks adventuring to its full extent. The spectacular setting combined with the strong
feeling of solitude typical of a remote cliff is unforgettable.
Approach
Approach the cliff from the summit of Basin Mountain. Follow the
trail south from the summit. As the trail begins to veer to the west,
continue south staying on top of the ridge. The ridge will begin to
descend and will eventually split and form the amphitheater. Continue down the steepening slope to the tree line. Beware a double
length rappel may not reach the base in the middle section of the wall.
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First Descent?: A Schlep in the Mahoosucs
by Gram Slattery

F

or obvious reasons, I had always been fascinated by the etymology of Tumbledown Dick Mountain. A hill of middling size that
juts off the southern flank of the Mahoosuc Range, local folklorists had
long held the origin of the name to be fellow named Dick who took an
impressive fall off a nearby cliff-face. Upon examining a topographical map, however, it becomes clear that this explanation is inadequate.
Within the borders of Greenwood, Maine, there is not one but three
peaks that share this same title, a fact that allowed me to arrive at only
two possible conclusions: either Dick was an incredibly clumsy man,
or the local folklorists were lying. Assuming the latter, I deduced that
“Tumbledown Dick” must have been a poor Anglicization of a Native
American word, but after the Association of the Eastern Abenaki failed
to reply to any of my email inquiries, it appeared that my investigation
had reached a dead end. Fortunately, by my second semester in the
Harvard Mountaineering Club, I had gained a partner in my fascination with the mountain in my friend, Peter McCarthy, and almost immediately upon hearing its name, Peter had suggested that we ski it.
As I already knew, the Dick is only 1,500 feet, it’s a sheer rock face
covered in hobble, it faces south, has no snow, and is generally unskiable. Nevertheless, I managed to use the comedy of the name to induce Peter to come up to my house in Greenwood, and it was only that
night that I revealed to him Tumbledown Dick’s unskiability. The next
morning we drove northward through the ragged backroads of Oxford
County to ski an obscure backcountry route on Rumford Whitecap
Mountain. Unfortunately, the winter of 2011-2012 was largely devoid
of winter weather, and it became clear from the valley that this mountain had essentially no snow on it. Reverting to Plan C, we proceeded
further northward to the base of Baldpate Mountain, an isolated, 3,900’
peak in the northern Mahoosucs without any established ski routes.
By this time, having passed our previous two summits we had reached
an essentially uninhabited latitude of Maine, devoid of homes, cars,
and, up to this point in the season, any trace of winter mountaineering. I was planning to park at the standard pull-out, four to five miles
from the summit, but Peter spotted an active logging road and, against
my suggestion, we drove up it, twisting between skidders and piles
of timber the entire way. The road ended up taking us two to three
miles closer to the mountain than we had initially been, essentially
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destroying my previous claims of ‘extensive local knowledge.’ After
leaving the logging road, we ended up bushwhack-skinning for about
a mile until we hit the Appalachian Trail, this section of which lacked
any trace of human activity. As we approached the summit cone, the
skin turned into a waste deep hell-slog; the travel was about as slow as
could possibly be imagined during this section of the journey, but the
powder quickly gave way to a treacherous ice face above timberline.
Being well-prepared Harvard mountaineers, neither of us had crampons, which made the last few hundred vertical feet quite exciting.
At the top, we found a skiable chute, several hundred yards wide,
but quickly narrowing to a width of 30-50 feet, and descending for at
least 1,000’ vertical. This was quite a relief to me as I had only had a
vague notion of there actually being a skiable route on this mountain,
and I had not, in the end, been a fool of a guide to Peter the President. Except for some hardpack at the top, the snow and terrain were
excellent; the pitch was about thirty to thirty-five degrees the entire
way, and the bottom two-thirds were coated in about eight inches of
powder. Despite having done some of the “backcountry classics” this
season, from Camel’s Hump in the Greens to Mount Colden in the Adirondacks, the north face of Baldpate was, up to that point, by far the
best descent of the season.
Once our chute petered out we naturally assumed that we were in
for a long, heinous, steep, and densely forested skin back, as is custom
for New England backcountry routes. We ended up needing to skin
not more than three to five minutes up through a low-angle old growth
forest to the base of the nearby notch. We were so surprised at how
painless the skin back was that we failed to realize for several minutes
that this little saddle was, in fact, the top of our skin. We spent the
remaining one to two hours of daylight skinning and skiing a series
of beautiful, powdery, old growth forests on the east side of Baldpate.
Naturally, on our way back we ended up going a little off course, and
partook in our customary bushwhack over a scrubby, forested bog, but
that proved short-lived.
As we drove back in the car we had to stop for a few minutes for a
gigantic moose that was moosily loping around the gravel road, and
back at my home, we feasted voraciously on what must have been the
best pot roast ever. Between the snow, the terrain, the adventure, the
moose, and the pot roast, it proved to be just about a perfect day in the
mountains.
On top of that, seeing as though I’ve heard pretty much all of the
Mahoosuc backcountry ski lore there is to be heard, as this mountain
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apparently sees almost no winter travel, and as there is no information
whatsoever on skiing it from any source that I could find, I’m claiming
that it’s a first descent. In the grand scheme of things this might not be
true, but I’m sticking to it.
This whole adventure had started with an adolescent fascination
with a name, led to a series of misadventures, and ended in a relative triumph. Peter and I have had many other adventures, but few
have afforded us the conditions and terrain that we had found on the
Tumbledown Dick-inspired Baldpate-excursion. It was only through
sheer improvisation that we “pioneered” a memorable ski route. But
in a region where there is relatively little snow and an extreme overabundance trees, perhaps a willingness to improvise and to flirt with
the possibility of failure is the most important ingredient in a successful backcountry adventure.
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Writing Contest Winners
The Club has started holding an annual photo contest and an annual writing
contest. Besides the obvious prizes of glory, fame, and material and spiritual
riches, the winner gets published in Harvard Mountaineering. For 2011, it
happens that two pieces about the same spring break trip split the prize. The
authors struck out West to escape the cold and misery of the Cambridge winter
and made it Red Rocks, Nevada. For 2012, Nick Waldo won with his piece about
ice caving.

Desert Snow
by Will Skinner

O

ur beleaguered rental car had made it a mile up the dry riverbed
when we saw the first of the clouds roll over the rusty buttes in the
distance. We envisioned our car being washed away by a flash flood,
so we turned it around (no small undertaking in the seven-foot-wide
gulley) and left it back at the trailhead. Not willing to give up so easily
on our objective, we began the approach again on foot.
We had come out to the breathtaking desert of Moab, Utah, to explore the otherworldly ‘desert towers’ rising out of the sand in places
like Arches, Indian Creek, and Castle Valley. Emboldened by a successful summit of South Six Shooter tower under warm bluebird spring
skies the day before, Dan, Matt and I set our sights on a much more
ambitious objective: Jah Man, a classic but rarely-visited five pitch
5.10c up Sister Superior tower.
By the time we arrived at the talus slope an hour and a half later, the clouds were looking a bit more menacing. As we gained elevation, however, we saw it – the central thunderhead of the system
headed straight towards us. We hunkered down behind a boulder and
watched as the valley in the distance became obscured by sheets of
rain. One by one, the other towers in the formation – Castleton, the
Rectory, and the Priest – winked out of view.
Then, with a sudden blast of Arctic air, the front hit us. The temperature dropped from the mid 50’s down below freezing, and the winds
roared at fifty miles per hour. What we had assumed was rain turned
out to be a blizzard! We huddled in disbelief in our sandals and light
jackets as the snow swirled around us in a total whiteout. Soon, the
snow mixed with small pellets of hail that pelted our heads.
We screamed and laughed like children, unable to resist the energy
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and wonder of the spectacle sweeping around us. We never imagined
that the desert could have such a drastic mood swing.
After a while, the snow stopped. The deep orange buttes were suddenly cloaked in a white layer of snow. It was the most unexpected
and miraculous transformation I’ve ever witnessed. For a moment, the
desert sparkled. Then, before our eyes, it all began to melt. Within ten
minutes, it was as if the snow had never happened.
The bitter cold and the fierce wind remained, though, so we had to
put aside our summit dreams. Nonetheless, we raced each other up to
the ridgeline. Faced with the full brunt of the wind, we could barely
stand, but we watched the last of the snow roll down the next valley
and we screamed in exhilaration just to hear our voices whipped away
by the wind.
When we made it back to Moab, a few miles away, we learned that it
had been sunny and warm there all day. Being denied the summit was
a small price to pay to be the sole witnesses of the desert’s raw ferocity
and coy beauty. Alpine climbing is more than a series of objectives to
be conquered. It’s a way to put ourselves in places where we can be a
part of these fleeting moments of magic.
The Rectory.

Photo: Matt Gluesenkamp

The Lorax
by Lauren Onofrey

I

Greeted our first day in Red Rocks like a little kid on Christmas
morning – long before I was supposed to. As I waited impatiently
for a reasonable hour, the sun peeked over the ridge that hid Vegas
from view and dazzled the opposing cliffs in the vibrant red for which
the canyon earned its name. I smiled in disbelief – the entire trip had
come together seemingly seconds before it was to occur, and we now
had a week of phenomenal desert sandstone before us.
With sunrise ensued the shenanigans of scrambled eggs,
spontaneous laughter, brightly colored spandex, and German profanities until, by some miracle, we all piled into the twenty-five-foot-long,
commercial-grade van that announced us as the North Adams Council
on Aging. Today, most of Team Geriatric intended to crag about nine
miles short of Pine Creek Canyon, where Leslie Rith-Najarian, Athena Jiang, and I thought we might climb Birdland. In the spirit of the
morning, we three continued our approach half wandering through
the desert, half hitch-hiking to our trailhead.
	Eventually, we arrived at the base of our route, a super-starred,
highly recommended, you-can’t-leave-Red-Rocks-until-you-climb-me
classic. Accordingly, we were not alone. We slunk behind a boulder at
the base and engaged in a bit of profiling to determine that we didn’t
want to follow the climbers on the first pitch, and there began our adventure.
	Luckily, near Birdland are a few climbs of only slightly harder
grade. With a vague hint of a description to guide us up Rumpindi to
the Big Horn, we started up the first pitch of the route-less-climbed,
which involved a sort of traverse in a thornbush to gain a fun, 100’
chimney that our guidebook hadn’t bothered to mention. Relishing
the featured sandstone, the warm Nevada sun, and a Metolius cam we
found in a tree on the first belay ledge, we continued uninhibited past
the groups we had met on the ground.
Life grew more interesting, now, with an airy traverse and some
creative routefinding into more technical, slightly overhanging terrain.
On our less popular route, we left behind the shouts on Birdland, the
chalky evidence of other climbers, and the security of guaranteed rap
rings as we fully committed to our endeavor. We celebrated our adventure as we crawled into a cave for another moderately comfortable
belay and enjoyed a private view of the canyon floor, about 400’ below.
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Our climb – perhaps we were still on Rumpindi – brought greater
excitement still as it led up into easy terrain and then steepened suddenly. The seriousness of the route and the difficulty of the climbing
heightened as we gained a wide chimney and delicately navigated,
one by one, around a loose, microwave-sized block. Another airy traverse brought us to a ledge beneath a lightly patinaed face, where we
consulted our sparse description and searched for the purported handcrack of the Big Horn.
The only feature in sight that looked even remotely like the pitch we
wanted was a shadowy, overhanging, unprotectable offwidth about
50’ below our perch; our current groove continued, but looked rather
chossy; and the face above us was an unhelpful sea of mottled black
and white. Considering the light that remained and the Red Rocks
promise to eat ropes on rappel, we acknowledged our high point and
elected for a final traverse back onto Birdland, which also served as the
rap line for this area of the cliff. With a little creativity, we up-climbed
and down-climbed a pair of short pitches, dubbed our questionable
linkup “The Lorax,” and joined the crowded Gong Show of a superstarred route – but only for the descent.

Ice Caving
by Nick Waldo

M

y freshman year at college was the first time I’d ever ice climbed,
but résumé padding is a core skill of Harvard students so I managed to work that experience into a job as a glacier guide in Juneau,
Alaska. It was a fun job, but the biggest benefit was the breaks between
tours. We would often have one or two hour breaks, which we used to
explore small moulins and crevasses near base camp.
One day another guide and I took the day off work and brought
ascenders, ice tools, and a 60 meter rope to do some more thorough
exploring. We wanted something a little more adventurous than what
we’d had time to do at work, so we found one that was just wide
enough for a person to fit into, but looked like it got wider as it went
down. We wanted the maximum freedom to go deep, so we set up a
single strand rappel with plans to ascend out. My friend went in first
and reappeared a short while later reporting that the deeper you went
the wetter it got, so he had turned around about 20 feet down. I tried
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it next, but once I was in I saw a small ledge where the shaft took a
turn from the vertical. I thought that if I made it past that I’d be dry.
Depth perception, however, can be a problem in dim ice tunnels, and
the small ledge ended up being somewhere between 60 and 90 feet
down. By the time I got there I realized the water was coming down
harder than I’d thought, and the ledge was angled such that it sprayed
the water across the lower shaft and made standing on it uncomfortably difficult.
Looking down I could see my rope hanging down into blackness.
Enticing as the adventure was, I knew that going that deep in drizzling
ice water would be a terrible idea. As it was, by the time I’d put my first
ascender on the rope my hands were completely numb, so I had to take
my gloves off to maintain any semblance of dexterity (the gloves were
so soaked they hardly functioned anyways). If I had dropped anything
as this point I would not have been able to safely get myself out of
the hole, so I was moving very carefully with stiffening fingers. The
process of putting on the rest of my ascending system, then removing
my rappelling gear seemed to take ages because I repeatedly needed
to stop to rewarm my fingers so that I could hold the ropes and gear.
By the time I reached the surface I had been under the ice for nearly an
hour and wound up with the worst case of screaming barfies I’ve ever
seen. (Picture me curled up in the fetal position on the ground moaning
about how I was about to vomit.)
Over the course of my time in the HMC, I’ve been told by several more experienced climbers to be able to do all my knots and skills
blindfolded in the shower. That day I realized how important that advice was.
Our second sub-surface adventure proved equally exciting, and far
less painful. We chose a previously known moulin we’d dubbed “The
Subway Tunnel”, which enters nearly horizontally and is by far the
largest we’ve ever seen, yet had never been fully explored. The wide
shaft started out about 15 feet across, but narrowed as it wound around
and down for several hundred feet, mostly with a few feet of running
water in the bottom. We explored this with walking, stemming, and
tool traverses through the ice with a few short downclimbs. It was a really cool exercise because most ice climbers are in the mindset of going
straight up on a rope, then rappelling back down. To use ice climbing
to go up, down, sideways and across, all unroped in a relatively lowexposure situation was a great adventure. The crux came very near
the end, as the water disappeared into a crack too narrow for a person
to follow. The only way to go was a tunnel just big enough for us to
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crawl through that went into the wall a few feet above our heads. The
result was a very short yet smooth and vertical ice lead with the most
awkward top-out I have ever seen. I’ll have to start working real jobs
at some point in my life, but will always remember that climbing adventures can be found if you look to more creative places than your
usual crag.
The light at the end of the tunnel. Notice the rubber dish washing gloves.
Photo: Nick Waldo
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La gastronomie de l’alpinisme de la Nouvelle Angleterre: une étude
by Peter McCarthy and C. Tucker Pforzheimer

M

ost HMC climbing and vagabonding trips reduce me to a
knuckle dragging cretin devoid of any sense of refinement or
taste. Stumbling down the trail from the cabin in mountaineering boots
or walking across the Pinkham parking lot in ski boots, I often think
that removing my boots and changing back into yesterday’s street
clothes will return my humanity. I am seldom right. I still walk with
an awkward hobble from sore feet and tired legs, and, unless I don
extra, now excessive layers, my fetor lingers. Physical delights notwithstanding, two things preoccupy my mind, body, and spirit: food
and beer. And here is where I have learned to find them. This guide is
meant to be both amusing and helpful. Bon appétit.

Note on the Rating System:

By employing a complex algorithm designed by everyone passing
around a piece of paper and adding an operation to one long equation while simultaneously passing around the sherry, the Officers of
the HMC have devised a brilliant rating scheme. Eateries are judged
in four categories and then given a score out of 31, but not below 17.
Sometimes numbers did not suffice.

Moat Mountain Smokehouse [and Brewery!]
3378 White Mountain Highway
North Conway, NH
(603) 356-6381
Speed

Beer

Chairs

Quantity

20

29

21

23

HMCers often leave Mt. Washington with one word burning in
their minds: Moat. The ‘first stop’ on the way back through North
Conway, Moat Mountain Brewery offers the most delicious home
brews in the area, and a wide selection of burgers, to boot. Their Cajun Fries run the gamut from bland to choked-in-Cajun, but don’t let
this deter you. From the quirky wall murals to the notoriously illiterate ID readers, this New Hampshire brewhouse is a HMC staple.
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Delaney’s Hole in the Wall
2966 White Mountain Highway
North Conway, NH. 23 29 21 21
(603) 356-7776
Speed

Beer

Chairs

Quantity

23

29

21

21

Despite its name, Delaney’s is actually its own free-standing
building on Route 16. It attracts a good local crowd, and for good
reason. It has good food, great beer, outstanding home-made desserts, and the best looking staff in the valley.

Cafe Noche

147 Main St
Conway Village, NH
(603) 447-5050
Speed

Beer

Chairs

Quantity

15

26

19

27

Are Moat, Flatbread’s, and even Pizza Barn packed? Cafe Noche
isn’t. You might be thinking to yourself, “Oh yeah! I forgot about
Cafe Noche.” Us, too. But when your stomach is imploding and the
New Hampshire liquor store rest stop is too far, a heaping mound of
tortilla, meat, cheese, and beans will do the trick. No ID? No problem.

Shovel Handle Pub

357 Black Mountain Rd
Jackson, NH
(800) 677-5737
(603) 383-8916
Speed

Beer

Chairs

Quantity

31

31

31

31

Only one member in living memory has ever managed to get
served here because they only open for weddings in prime late winter/early spring ski season. The pub’s glory is more myth than history. Last time we got dirty looks from the young men dressed in
suits waiting for the newly weds to arrive, but the manager of the
place gave us plenty of suggestions. (We may have fibbed and led
him to believe that we were Patagonia climbing and skiing ambassadors.) As such, these ratings are apocryphal.
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Yesterday’s Restaurant
Route 16A
Jackson, NH
(603) 383-4457
Speed

Beer

Chairs

Quantity

18

N/A...?

28

20

You defied the odds and made it up to North Conway bright and
early. Congratulations: you can treat yourself to a true Cambridgestyle cafe breakfast. So local they spell artisan ‘artesian,’ Yesterday’s
tosses a little haute into your climbing day with hearty food, generous portions, and charming service. Collapse into one of their cushy,
(ironically) leather armchairs and you’ll be wishing you never got
up in no time.

Red Parka Steakhouse and Pub
3 Station St
Glen, NH
(603) 383-4344
Speed

Beer

Chairs

Quantity

26

27

27

24

Good pub food, beer in mason jars, live music on weekends, offroad tricycle races, local ski bum dive. ‘nuff said.

White Mountain Cider Company
Route 302
Glen, NH
(603) 383-9061
Speed

Beer

Chairs

Volume

20

28

25

21

With a deceptive name and an unassuming appearance, this
place has the fanciest food in the valley. As such, it costs a bit more
than the other establishments on this list, but there’s good reason for
this disparity. It also has a full bar and splendid cocktails. In case
you stink too much after your day(s) on the mountain, they have
good (and cheaper) bar menu on Saturdays and holiday weekends.
And if you really have your act together--God forbid--they take reservations.
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Yankee Smokehouse

Intersection of Rts. 16 and 25
West Ossippee, NH
(603) 539-7427
Speed

Beer

Chairs

Quantity

25

22

20

28

In case the name, the pink pigs on the sign and building, and the
location don’t sketch you out, you should know that the place has
a record of turning HMCers vegetarian. Seriously, don’t go here.

Flatbread’s

2760 White Mountain Hwy
North Conway, NH 03860-5110
(603) 356-4470
Speed

Beer

Chairs

Quantity

24

24

23

27

How have we not had the fresh-squeezed lemonade sweetened
with maple syrup!? Not your average pizza joint, but just as good
when you’re in a semi-coma. You are also guaranteed not to be the
dirtiest hippie in the place; keep your boots on.
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Encounters with Popo: A Wrong Turn in the
Dark
by Mark Van Baalen ‘66

T

he mighty volcanoes of Mexico provide an opportunity for climbers to experience the physiological effects of high altitude in a convenient manner, without having to organize a complex and expensive
expedition. The three peaks of greatest interest to climbers are Orizaba,
at 18,491 ft.; Popocatépetl, variously reported from 17,802 to 17,929 ft.;
and Ixtaccihuatl at 17,342 ft. Each of these peaks is snow-capped, with
modest sized, but shrinking, glaciers. The standard climbing reference
for these mountains is R.J. Secor’s Mexico’s Volcanoes. At the present
time, Popotcatépetl is closed to climbers.
The Mexican Volcanic Belt that strikes across the nation of Mexico is
a surface expression of the subduction of a portion of the Pacific Ocean
floor underneath North America. As a consequence of this tectonic
process, a large number of volcanoes grace Mexico and other nations
of Central America, and the region is earthquake-prone. Some of the
volcanoes are active, generally with an explosive eruption style. Others are inactive, or in repose, and are more suitable for climbing. The
big three Mexican volcanoes represent only a few of these mountains.
Popotcatépetl, or Popo for short, has a long recorded history. Ancient codices record a fascination with the mountain, named after an
Aztec warrior. In 1519, and again in 1521, soldiers led by Cortez during his audacious invasion of the Aztec empire climbed this peak to
obtain sulfur for gunpowder. At this time, and until recently, Popo was
relatively quiescent, with occasional venting of volcanic gases the chief
reminder that he was not dead, just sleeping.
My first encounter with Popocatépetl occurred during a trip to a
conference in Mexico City in February 1970. Unexpectedly I had a
couple of days of free time, and decided to drive out to the mountain
for a look. The dirt road ascending to Popo-Ixta National Park branches off the highway to the south of the town of Amecameca, the last
place to stock up on provisions. Reaching the gatehouse after dark, I
found the gate down but a light shining in the guardhouse. A brief but
friendly communication, and Arriba! Up went the gate. I drove to the
old hut at Tlamacas, elevation 12,950 ft., near the historic Paso de Cortés. This rather modest building had a lovely hand-painted mural of
the mountain that showed the various climbing routes. Two resident
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View of Popo from the North. The steep cliffs and snow slopes of the Ventorillo are visible below summit to the right.
Photo: Mark Van Baalen

rangers were friendly but a bit uneasy that I was planning to climb
the mountain alone. However, they did not prevent me from making the attempt. Being unfamiliar with the climb, I waited until there
was enough light to see, before heading up the trail for the standard
Las Cruces route. This trail, built on volcanic cinders, makes for a tiring though not difficult walk along the lower north slopes of the peak,
reaching the ruins of the Las Cruces hut at 14,698 ft. At this resting
place the route ascends straight up the cone to the crater rim, with the
snowline somewhere above 15,000 ft. However, at this point the visibility began to deteriorate and it began to snow. Since I was alone and
not well equipped, I elected to descend and not push my luck. Thus
ended my first encounter with Popo, with a score of Popo 1, MVB 0.
Well, not quite zero, because I did locate the standard route, test my
physiological reactions to climbing at a higher altitude, and snap some
nice photos.
It was not until February 1974 that I once again found myself at the
Tlamacas hut, this time with better equipment and more time. As luck
would have it, there was also a group from a local climbing club planning to make the ascent the next day, and they generously invited me
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to join them. We arose at 2:30 a.m. to make a proper alpine start, and
shortly afterward headed up the Las Cruces trail with headlamps. In
the company of this group, the broad trail seemed obvious and easy to
follow, even in the dark. Reaching the Las Cruces hut site, we stopped
for a snack and then began the ascent of the cone. Crampons and ice
axes came out above 15,000 ft., and I found the ascent straightforward.
Unfortunately, this was not the case for several of my companions, who
began to show classic symptoms of altitude sickness. Dizziness, headaches, and nausea claimed several climbers, who were forced to turn
back. Upon reaching the crater rim at about 17,000 ft., I realized that I
was the only one who could still stand up - the others were clearly hors
de combat. The weather was good, albeit with some clouds and mist
around, and temperatures were somewhat below freezing with little
wind. I elected to continue on to the summit alone, via a counterclockwise traverse of the crater rim. The view into the huge summit caldera
was stunning, with a beautiful blue lake shimmering at the bottom of
vertical cliffs, and with fumaroles belching sulfurous gases. Nearing
the summit, I noted a large crevasse field stretching out of sight downhill on the northwest side of the cone. Little did I know that I would
have an encounter with these crevasses on another day. The summit
hut hove into view after 45 minutes of easy climbing. I had evened
the score with the mountain. The clouds now lay below me, with the
very peak of Popo sticking out of the clouds, making for some striking
photos. My time from the Tlamacas hut was about 7 hours.
The temperature had dropped and the mist had greatly thickened
as I returned along the crater rim to the descent point. But where exactly was the descent point? At this time I was alone on the upper
portion of the mountain, the other climbers having all retreated. Not
wanting to miss the Las Cruces route, I realized that I could use my
compass to find the place on the crater rim where downhill lay due
north. Triumphantly I pulled out my liquid-filled compass, only to
find it frozen solid. What the ...? When packing for this trip, I had not
been able to find my regular compass, and so had purchased a cheap
replacement, figuring it would suffice. Well, cheap in this case meant
the case was filled with water rather than mineral oil, hence the useless frozen object in my hand. Fortunately, some additional careful
exploration eventually led me to a place where many tracks descended
into the mist, and down I went. Emerging from the clouds above Las
Cruces, I could see that I was in the right place. In two hours I was
safely back at Tlamacas, with the score now Popo 1, MVB 1, and only
minor snickering from the volcano in the background. However, an
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unfortunate incident occurred later in the trip, resulting in the loss of
all of my scenic photos of the ascent. More snickering.
Fourteen years passed, and once again I was driving up the road
to Tlamacas, this time accompanied by fellow geologist and graduate
student, Elizabeth. Both of us were interested in the formation of stratovolcanoes such as Popo, so the trip would combine an adventure
with an opportunity for scientific observations. Arriving at Tlamacas
in late afternoon, we were pleased and surprised to view the new Vicente Guerrero lodge, completed in 1978, that provided far more satisfactory accommodations than the old hut. Although several climbing
parties were staying there, the lodge was not crowded. After an early
dinner we turned in, in anticipation of an early start the next morning.
The weather overnight was clear, and we could see the lights of the city
of Puebla from our bunkroom. Up at 2:30 a.m., we found the lodge a
beehive of activity, as climbing parties prepared to head out. For some
reason we were rather slow in getting ready, and so were far from the
first to set out. Heading up the well-traveled trail to Las Cruces, only
the thin air at 13,000 ft. was slowing us down. Up ahead we could see
the headlamps of other parties.
The trail to Las Cruces has several forks, and the correct route is
not always the obvious one. Having done this in the past, however,
I thought I knew which way to go. As we continued, it began to get
light with the approaching dawn. Unexpectedly there were steep cliffs
ahead, rather than a continuation of cinder-covered slopes. As the light
improved, I realized that I had made a wrong turn in the dark, and that
we were not on the Las Cruces route, but instead on the more difficult
and technical Ventorillo route. This was not a problem in itself, but I
was concerned about what difficulties might lie ahead. Elizabeth was
a strong hiker, but had no technical climbing experience at all. Furthermore, although we were both equipped with ice axes and crampons,
we had no climbing rope. Figuring that if we encountered insuperable
obstacles we could always turn around, we continued climbing rather
than risk wasting the day. With full daylight, we saw that we had entered the steep canyon that lies below the Ventorillo cliffs. We could
also see climbers high above on the proper Ventorillo route. While
being in the canyon did not have important climbing advantages, it
did have geological advantages: we were able to observe in profile or
cutaway view the impressive layers of andesite lava that hold up the
Ventorillo ridge. The Ventorillo represents an older eruption center of
the Popocatépetl volcanic complex, now deeply eroded.
The canyon that we were climbing ends in a very steep snow slope
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Successive layers of andesite lava on the Ventorillo. Note tiny figure of climber below
and to the right of the large notch.
Photo: Mark Van Baalen

below the Teopixcalco hut. We ascended this slope and reached the hut
at 16,175 ft. From here the view of the steep upper portion of the mountain was rather intimidating. It had apparently been some time since
there was any new snow, with the result that the glacier above was
very compacted, with exposed hard ice in many places. The question
we then faced was whether it was safe to ascend this slope unroped.
Once again, I decided to make a start and turn back if conditions became too dangerous. As is often the case in climbing, questionable decisions are made without sufficient thought. In this case, the problem
was that I was leading a companion with no climbing experience into a
potentially dangerous situation. As it turned out, the snow conditions
higher up were mainly rather crunchy, almost like walking on styrofoam. Crampons gave excellent footing, and the main risk was that
of a long fall, being unroped. It was possible to navigate around most
of the areas of 45° blue ice; however my naive thought of simply turning around if the ice became too dangerous was now obsolete. It was
clearly safer to continue straight up, rather than attempt to descend
the steep slope unroped. Higher up, as we began to sniff the sulfurous
aroma emanating from the summit caldera, we found ourselves in the
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same crevasse field that I had observed from above during my 1974
ascent. We negotiated this crevasse field with patience and much zigzagging. The best news on this part of the mountain is that the angle of
the slope is somewhat reduced, and the crevasses probably limited the
possibility of a long fall down El Glaciar Norte of Popo.
At this point we began to hear thunder; a new factor in the climb
now commanded our attention. As we approached the crater rim at
a point not far from the true summit, it was obvious that we were going to be hit by a thunderstorm. Hurrying along, to the extent that is
possible at an altitude of nearly 18,000 ft., we reached the summit hut
and took shelter from the hail now pummeling us. The summit hut
on Popo is an octagonal structure with corrugated panels attached to
a scaffolding of steel angle iron that is exposed on the inside. Sitting
inside on one of these steel braces, I reflected that this was probably unwise in the middle of a thunderstorm. Whether we were any safer sitting on the snowy ground outside was unclear. The real problem was,
how were we going to get off the mountain? The storm showed no
signs of abating and the day was passing. I decided, in the next questionable decision of the day, that we should make a run for it, around
the crater rim to the top of the Las Cruces route, and down the hill. So
after eating a small lunch we headed out into the storm. Visibility was
poor but the route along the rim was relatively easy to follow. With
flashes of lightning illuminating the caldera and the roar of thunder, it
was certainly turning out to be an interesting day.
Upon reaching the descent point, and feeling grateful for the careful
exploration of this area that I had done on the day with the frozen compass, we headed straight down the snowy north side of the mountain.
At about this time I noticed a loud buzzing filling my ears, and concluded that I was about to be at one end of a lightning strike. I immediately sat down on the snow, signaling Elizabeth to do the same. The
buzzing stopped. I stood up again to see what would happen, and the
buzzing returned. Sitting down a second time, I made a good decision
for a change and declared that we would simply sit right there until the
storm passed. After an hour or so, the skies began to brighten and we
could see that the storm was heading off to the north and east, between
us and the jagged ridge of Ixtaccihuatl. With this hazard now reduced,
we resumed our descent, passing the site of the wrong turn in the dark
and reaching the Vicente Guerrero lodge without further incident.
We did not record how much time this whole adventure on Popo
had taken, but it was certainly a long day for us. After a rest day, spent
examining the local geology, we made an ascent of Ixtaccihuatl via its
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Top: Unroped climbing on the steep Glaciar Norte of Popo.
Bottom: Traversing the crater rim of Popo in a violent thunderstorm.
Photos: Mark Van Baalen
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long southern ridge, in excellent weather. High up on Ixtaccihuatl, we
were able to look across to Popo and trace the line of our route. After returning home, I looked into the scary experience with the lightning, and concluded that we had actually done the right thing by sitting down. To have remained standing may well have resulted in a
lightning strike on one or both of us, with unpredictable but almost
certainly negative results. To have lain down on the snowy slope may
also not have been as good as sitting, because the increased contact
with the snow could have left us more susceptible to ground currents
from nearby lightning strikes. In lightning protection there is the concept of a cone of safety that may apply in this case. On the other hand,
some authorities claim that the cone of safety is a myth. My conclusion
about lightning on an exposed mountain slope is therefore to (1) avoid
it by keeping a closer eye on the weather, but (2) when caught out, just
sit down and wait. The mountaineering literature is full of accounts of
lightning in the mountains, with various outcomes.
So, what now was the score between Popo and me? I honestly cannot claim a win on this remarkable day, and am content that we ultimately climbed the mountain and came back in one piece. Like the
1968 Harvard-Yale game, I would call this a winning tie. More seriously, what did I learn about the evaluation of risk? There are hazards
in the mountains, including objective dangers and those hazards we
ourselves bring along. Safe climbing means properly evaluating those
hazards in order to minimize risk. But what does that really mean?
Solo climbers by definition take risk management entirely on their own
shoulders, unless they pause to consider the risks they unilaterally impose on potential rescue parties. Climbers in groups, with or without
a formal leader, must also take personal dynamics into account when
evaluating risk and making a decision. But in the situation described
above, when I was accompanied by an untrained climber, my decisions
affected both of us. Was I justified in continuing under the circumstances? I have never completely settled this question in my mind.
For sure, we made it up and down without incident. But the outcome
could have been different. In 1957, Claudio Corti stood accused of
leading a relatively inexperienced climber to his death on the north
face of the Eiger. This climb was described in Jack Olsen’s book The
Climb up to Hell.
Epilogue
Popo has had a long and irregular eruption history, and many of
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its eruptions have been of a violent, explosive nature. After a modern
quiescent period beginning in the 1920s, Popo stood in repose for decades, with only minor eruptions in the late 1940s. However, starting
in 1994, Popo became active again, with occasional spectacular eruptions that continue to the present day. The new Vicente Guerrero lodge
was closed to the public: I don’t know if it still stands. On May 2, 1996,
the burned bodies of five climbers were found near the crater rim. The
cause of their deaths was variously reported as lightning strikes or volcanic explosions of superheated gases. Today the mountain is closed
to climbing for an indefinite period. Climbers seeking the high altitude
experience on the Mexican volcanoes are encouraged to try their luck
on Orizaba and Ixtaccihuatl. For Ixta climbers, a small hut known as
Altzomoni has been opened near the microwave station.
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L’Aiguille d’Argentière
by Peter McCarthy

B

Y the time that Chris Townsend and I reached the bergschrund on
our ascent of l’Aiguille d’Argentière, we were gassed. Less than a
day prior, we traveled from sea level to meet up in Geneva before making our way to Chamonix for a little July skiing, and here we were sucking wind at 11,500 ft. We carried little in our packs because we stayed
in a hut, and because the French, as we discovered, take their mountains
in comfort. We did, however, pack Gruyère, apple, avocado, and a baguette. Given the steep slope across the crumbling snow bridge over the
‘schrund and our languid bodies, we caved to our desire for a gourmet
snack. So there we took our lunch, sitting on a glacier, wrapped in a
blanket of steep rock and snow, and just happy to be there at all despite
our exhaustion.
And we were hell bent on skiing.
The day before, we rolled into Chamonix in the late morning in our
rental car. Although we had already missed our chance for an early start
that day, Chris did manage to score a deal on a BMW for the weekend,
so we felt optimistic about our luck so far. After a little bumper bumping parking the car, we hunted down some crêpes with chocolate and
bananas, and then some gear. (There is always some gear to find...) We
took too long to make it our of the valley, but once we escaped its bad
omens and took the téléphérique a nice long way up the mountain, life
got even better.
We each carried overstuffed daypacks with backcountry ski and glacier gear. Because of the summer heat in the valley, we wore hiking boots
on the lift, only to find snow covered glacier at the top. Oops. Ski boots
on. We got onto the snow, looked around, saw a glaciated slope where
a roped group of three had just descended ahead of us, and decided that
this was surely the path to the hut where we would spend the night. For
reasons still unclear, the group of three only left about 2 meters between
each person on the rope team. The glacier below the slope looked pretty
safe after the bergschrund, so we figured that we probably wouldn’t
have to lower a rope to the three of them to get out of a crevasse. We also
weren’t wearing funny, tight, bright, matching outfits like these Swiss,
and we had skis.
“So. Dude. I think we can just ski this all the way down to the glacier
below and follow it up to the hut.”
“Hurry up, man, I already have my skis on.”
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Above: Morning sun illuminates whispers of
clouds dusting a summit across the Argentière
Glacier.
Left: View from the top of the Glacier du Milieu of the bergschrund and of climbers ahead
of us approaching the chute.
Photos: Peter McCarthy
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With our packs, the altitude, and the fact that it was July, we felt out
of skiing shape, but this didn’t stop us from nuking down to the glacier
below. We wound our way through good soft snow around features
foreign to our unsophisticated lower-48 sensitivities. We avoided crevasses, moulins, and surface meltwater streams, and had a delightfully
splendid ski down.
When we landed on the Argentière glacier, we had a brief discussion
about French existentialism, but, realizing that neither of us understood
(or understand, for that matter) or cared too much about it, we decided
to follow proper protocol and rope up. Granted, there were only two of
us on our rope, but we knew that God would look out for us. After all,
we weren’t French existentialists, the glacier hadn’t swallowed the outrageously clad Swiss, and the crevasses all looked miniscule. So we tied
in and started skinning up the glacier to the Refuge d’Argentière. (That’s
French for “dope place to live in the mountains and eat like kings.”) The
skinning was nice too, and we felt way more hardcore for skiing across
the Argentière instead of bushwhacking through New England forest—
until it started pouring rain.
We finally arrived at the hut (that’s English for “we don’t take our
mountains in comfort quite like the French do”) as the kitchen was closing for dinner. Although Chris had made reservations for beds and food,
we feared that we had missed our chance. The caretaker/chef brought
us a pot of carrot soup that gave us three bowls each, and we figured that
we would get no more. Convinced that we would have to make do with
only soup and a demi-carafe of red wine, we rejoiced at the advent of
roast chicken in a pot with sausage and a large bowl of buttery couscous
with raisins and cinnamon. We took our meal at a leisurely French pace,
and we finished it all.
We spent the rest of the night organizing ourselves for our 3 a.m.
wakeup and chatting with an oddball guide from Some-Mildly-Medieval-Village-on-Some-River, France, who enthusiastically showed us his
photos of le dry tooling. Once another hut occupant poked his head of
his bunkroom and asked us to shut up, we retired. For we were not bons
vivants français, but serious American ski mountaineers!
3 a.m. wakeups suck. Especially after a late, full meal of rich, heavy
food and wine. But we made it out the door and to the exposed toe
of the Glacier du Milieu. We traversed the foot of the glacier and then
made our way up. The Milieu runs most of the way to the summit between two large and steep rock walls, and it ends in an amphitheater
with a nice burgschrund. Getting to the bergschrund made us feel like
stereotypically fat Americans, hence our decision to take lunch at the
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‘schrund. We relaxed and plotted our way across the ‘schrund and up
the face in front of us, and we assumed that the people ahead of us who
disappeared into the clouds would kick good steps for us. We took a
leisurely lunch filled with inarticulate ski bum stoke, and eventually
picked ourselves up.
We crossed the ‘schrund on a janky snow bridge, packed the rope,
and went up. The amphitheater of snow funneled us into a narrow
couloir that eventually widened and deposited us at the summit ridge.
Climbing the face of the amphitheater and the coulouir hurt, especially
when some of the Frenchies passed us on their way down. They told
us that we were close (liars) and that the weather had been completely
overcast all the way up (they deserved it). When we finally reached the
ridge, however, the wind blew the clouds away, and we danced our way
up to the summit. Chris dropped his skis at a pile of rocks before the
summit, but I, seeking purity, took mine all the way. Again, taking our
mountain in comfort dans le style d’alpinisme française, we hung out and
celebrated on the top until the altitude and the sun made my head spin.
Chris seemed disappointed to go, but mostly because it meant that he
had to get off of his butt and walk down to his skis. Quel naïveté!
We descended the route we climbed, and the skiing ranged from fantastic to a real slog. From the summit to the neck of the couloir we had
a great time, but the couloir made us think. It was the obvious crux of
the descent, made more difficult by the hellish snow conditions on the
face below it. The snow was thick, heavy, sometimes crusty, sometimes
ski-swallowing, and riddled with slough paths. Skiing is, by definition,
fun—but we exhausted our knowledge of French curse words long before reaching the ‘schrund. As we approached the ‘schrund we (gladly)
realized that we only had one option to get back onto the glacier below us: huck it. Of course we could have skied over our snow bridge
or found another, but how lame would that be? Because of the steepness and the whacky snow conditions, we both somewhat intentionally
wiped out on the landing. We wanted to make a turn or two and stop,
but that did not happen. Instead, we made some awkward movements
and splashed into the snow in bizarre stances. From there back to the
hut, the snow was better than any spring corn we had ever skied, and we
ripped all the way down to the exposed toe of the Milieu. As wont to do,
we caught our breath over such articulate sentences as “Dude, that was
DOPE!” and “sa-WEEEET!” The whizzing of a falling rock from the cliff
above, however, replaced our stoke with panic as flew down the hill like
the French from a war.
We made it back to the hut on the late side, and dashed out the door
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Top: Townsend approaches the summit along an overhanging cornice.
Photo: Peter McCarthy
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Bottom: McCarthy does a little dance in the summit sunshine. The descent route follows the faint bootpack in the lower right corner.
Photo: Chris Townsend

in hopes of reaching the téléphérique before it closed. We failed, so we
had to walk all the down to the valley floor. Predictably, we got poured
on during the descent, and we had to descend an old (and therefore reliable?) ladder of iron bars stuck into a rock face in the rain with a crowd
of overeager Swiss alpinistes descending on our heads. That said, the
descent route provided a stunning view of the toe of the Argentière and
its falling seracs. Anthropogenic global warming has clearly perverted
the glacier and its valley, but we got to see how the glacier had carved the
mountain walls around it. This was both awesome to behold and profoundly upsetting. At that moment, we were just as small and powerless
and shameful in the mountains as ever.
As the trail continued and the snow and ice gave way to rock and
dirt, the steps of the descent made us feel like glaciers in the summer.
Just as Chris had kept me going up the to the summit hours before, I
had to rally him to get himself down the mountain. For much of the
hike, we held onto a pipe dream of returning to the rental shop before
it closed, but once our pace slowed too much, we only hoped for food.
After more blisters, cursing, and sweat, we found ourselves with a large
pot of French mountain food and a bottle of Burgundy.
We did not say much over dinner, and we did not need to. We smiled
for most of the meal, but not because we liked the rich food and the wine
(though we did). Rather, we both knew that we had just had the best day
of our summer as the mountains tolerated our jovial climb and ski. We
would suffer for most of the next week at work, both from exhaustion
and nostalgia and yearning for more, but we also knew in ourselves and
in each other that we would accept the pain (the glory!) for another day
like this without hesitation. We arrived in Chamonix in our BMW with
a healthy dose of reckless abandon, and our climb up and ski down only
nurtured it. Charlie Houston ’35 called the bond between mountaineers
“the brotherhood of the rope,” but I didn’t realize that this includes the
recognition of and silent mutual understanding of the ambition within
a climbing team. Like the memory of the trip, the ambition burns ever
stronger. Our return to Chamonix is most imminent.
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Townsend climbing above the chute and our ski descent route.
Photo: Peter McCarthy

Torment-Forbidden Traverse
by James Watts and David Ford

I

n early September, Dave was in Northwestern Washington for a backpacking trip with his family. Wanting to make full use of his trip west,
we set our sights on the Torment Forbidden Traverse, a route made famous by Jim Nelson’s description in Fifty Favorite Climbs. The Traverse
lies deep in the heart of the North Cascade Range, near Cascade Pass,
and requires a moderate level of skill on rock, snow, and sometimes ice
to complete. The route begins in Boston Basin, ascends Mount Torment,
typically via its South Ridge (5.4), and traverses a stunning mile-long
ridge to reach the West Ridge of Forbidden Peak (5.6, itself one of Roper
and Steck’s Fifty Classic Climbs in North America) before returning to
Boston Basin.
On September 8th, 2011, we loaded up Jimmy’s old F-250 and left Seattle for the hills. Jimmy had been trying to sell the truck, but he decided
to ignore any potential buyers until after we had completed the Traverse.
Boston Basin is the busiest backcountry area in the North Cascades, and
during the peak season permits are limited. We stacked the odds in our
favor by making our attempt mid-week and to our delight, the permit
process was relatively straightforward, and by 2:30 pm we were on our
way up the climber’s path. After a few hours of hiking on a mostly wonderful trail, we reached Boston Basin high camp and set up shop: sleeping bags, pads, bivy sacks, and a stove. We shared camp with a party of
eight on an AMGA Advanced Alpine Guide Course, and settled into a
fitful night’s rest by 7:00 pm.
We managed an early start by current HMC standards, and were on
our way to Torment Peak just before 4:00 am. An uneventful traverse of
the Taboo Glacier brought us to the bergschrund below the notch that
gains the South Ridge of Torment. We climbed in and out of the ‘schrund on steep, bulletproof snow, gaining the rock on the other side. After
scrambling up a chossy gully to the notch, we solo and simul climbed a
series of third to lower fifth class gullies along the South Ridge to reach
the summit of Torment Peak. From here we could see the mile-long
snow and rock ridge stretching towards Forbidden Peak. It was just after 8:00 am, and we were pleased to be making good time on the first leg
of the traverse.
A few hundred feet of downclimbing and an airy free-hanging rappel deposited us in a huge moat on the north side of the ridge leading
to Forbidden Peak. Exiting the moat required cutting steps into its steep
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Traversing towards Forbidden Peak, just before the authors’ route finding error.
Photo: James Watts
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snow wall, and chopping away the overhanging lip before scrambling
onto a sunny (and much warmer) snow field. A series of snow fields,
scrambles, and rappels deposited us above the final snow and/or ice
field. Traversing across this sixty degree slope is often described as the
most harrowing portion of the route as most parties carry only two ice
screws, two pickets, and an axe apiece. Despite the late season, the steep
traverse retained its snow cover, and by noon we had reached the halfway point of the Torment Forbidden Traverse.
A series of ledge systems on the south side of the ridge led us to a
knife-edge and our only major routefinding mistake. Instead of following the knife-edge up and over a gendarme, we took the more pleasant
looking ledges to the South. The ledges began as a relatively carefree
simulclimb, and quickly degenerated into an increasingly hairy and runout traverse. Eventually we were cornered onto a small pedestal, and
decided to rappel onto the ledge below us and press forward rather than
retrace our steps. Thankfully, we were able to find our way across another attention-grabbing traverse that led us up a series of steep cracks
back to the ridgeline. After some easy scrambling along the ridgeline,
over or around a couple of gendarmes, we reached the notch below the
West Ridge of Forbidden Peak.
It was mid afternoon and the long day had begun to wear on us. In
spite of that, our spirits were high, and we decided to press on toward
the summit of Forbidden Peak. We left our packs in the notch and made
our way up the West Ridge. The afternoon sun left the rock pleasantly
warm and accentuated the orange and white granules of the hard granite. An hour and a half of wonderfully varied climbing led us past numerous false summits to the true summit of Forbidden Peak. We were
greeted by a spectacular panorama of the North Cascades: to the south
stood the bulky fortress of Johannesburg, to the east lay Boston and Sahale Peaks with their vast glaciers, to the west was the long, steep ridge
of the Traverse, and in the distance stood the glaciated caps of Mt. Rainier, Glacier Peak, and Mt. Baker.
We returned to our packs a little after 6:00 pm and decided take the
bivouac we had planned for rather than venture into unknown territory
in the dark and attempt to return to Boston Basin that night. The following day we would descend into Boston Basin and eventually make our
way back to civilization. But that evening, we found a couple of walledin sleeping platforms, ate dinner, and settled into bed as the full moon
rose over Sahale Peak. It was a warm, still night, and in the soft moonlight the treacherous mountain terrain felt oddly benevolent.
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Descending steep snow on the Torment-Forbidden Traverse.
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Photo: David Ford

Climbing Notes
The HMC has continued to cultivate young, enthusiastic climbers while seeking out the toughest climbs New England has to offer.
A solid core of graduate students push the level of the club, both by
pushing each other in the mountains and by exposing the less experienced climbers their craft. These include, but are not limited to, Jim
Mediatore, David Ford, David Leonard, David Reynolds, and Eugene
Kwan. In terms of undergraduates, the club has a strong core of rock
climbers, ice climbers, and ski mountaineers. Eli Stein ’13 warms up
on 5.12s, Sam Brotherton ’12 and Lauren Onofrey ’12 push 5.11 on trad,
and a bunch of underclassmen are learning to lead sport and trad. A
dedicated crew has started going to Quincy Quarries a couple days a
week before class as well. The rearrangement of the academic calendar
shortens our winter climbing season—as do lousy winters—but each
year the club goes to the Adirondacks for a week of intense ice climbing to jump-start the season. Winter climbers frequent all the regular
haunts, but nobody has visited Lake Willoughby within the last season
or two. Mt Washington and the cabin see plenty of action, as the excitement for alpine routes, training, and conditions is high. This year also
saw the resurgence of dedicated, adaptive, and capable ski mountaineering contingent. Freshman Gram Slattery ’15 has already received
multiple requests for ski lessons for the coming year.

Cabin Report
It has been a good two years at Harvard Cabin since the last issue
of this journal. Rich Palatino remained the caretaker for both the 201011 and 2011-12 seasons, and did a fantastic job of keeping the cabin
in ship-shape and inviting to its many guests. Rich did a particularly
good job of publicizing the cabin, sending out regular updates to the
HMC, getting a sign for the cabin put up on the Tux trail, and even featuring the cabin as a 2012 sponsor of the Mount Washington Valley Ice
Fest. As a result, we have had a tremendous number of cabin visitors
these past two years, with many returning.
An even more important result of cabin publicity has been to educate people about the existence of Harvard Cabin as a resource in case
of emergency. The winter of 2012 has especially reminded us that although Mt. Washington is only three hours from Cambridge, it can be
a wild, unforgiving mountain. There is a reason TIME magazine calls
it the place with the worst weather in the world, holding the world
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record for the highest wind speed. The winter of 2012 had a slow start,
but in spite of moderate temperatures and low snowfall, or perhaps
because of these things, the mountain had several tragic accidents, including the death of one hiker who slipped down icefalls on the Tuckerman Ravine headwall in mid-January, and the death of another in almost the same spot on April 1 after he slipped into a crevasse. Harvard
Cabin and the HMC were present in every rescue effort.
Rich’s updates have been a welcome diversion for those of us stuck
in Cambridge. In his first two updates of December 2010, he spoke of
the early season tracks on the Sherby, chocolate fondue, Christmas
ham, and more than 50 guests within just two weeks of being open.
Calling the cabin “a home away from home for the adventurous”, Rich
maintained that energy throughout the past two seasons.
The cabin itself is in good condition as it enters its 50th year! It’s hard
to believe that in the just six short months over the summer of 1962, a
group of several dozen ambitious students built a cabin that has stood
the tests of time. Fortunately, Hurricane Irene, which wreaked havoc
upon Vermont and New Hampshire in August 2011, did not harm the
cabin. Work weekends these past two years have largely consisted of
cutting firewood, sweeping the stove pipe, reinsulating the spaces between logs and around windows, occasionally sanding logs inside to
lighten the interior, and hopelessly trying to repaint the ceiling in the
caretaker’s den (read: slowly scattering humid paint chips all over the
floor of the caretaker’s den). Pretty soon we will endeavor to fix several
spots on the base logs that have begun to rot.
Whether you have been coming to the cabin since ’62 or are still
anticipating your first visit, know that you will always be welcome at
the HMC’s home away from home!

Club Activities
Much to everybody’s delight, the club has continued to subsidize
the HMC Summer Grant. Each year, Active Members draft proposals to climb somewhere ambitious, the club’s star chamber chooses
one, and the club goes to challenge itself and develop less experienced
climbers. In 2009, the club enjoyed a well-remembered two weeks in
the Wind River Range in Wyoming; 2010 saw a successful summit of
Mt Adams in Washington state in a windy, zero-visibility rime storm
by Lauren Onofrey ‘12, Tucker Pforzheimer ‘13, Nadine Lehner ‘09,
and Peter McCarthy ‘12 (the climbers planned for Mt Rainier but hellish forecasts, concern about glacier conditions, and Peter’s violent food
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poisoning encouraged reconsideration of the objective); and in 2011 the
club returned to the Selkirks. In 2012, the club will—for the first time—
fund two trips: one to Denali and one to the Wind Rivers. After several
years of trying to find a trip that offers alpine rock climbing, glaciers,
ambition, and accessibility, the club decided subsidize a rotation of
summer trips in two cycles. Every summer, the club will subsidize
a trip to an alpine environment for the sake of developing HMCers’
skills. These will go to accessible places where people can easily come
and go as they please and where expert climbers and novice climbers
can all benefit. We will rotate between alpine rock and glaciated objectives like the Winds, the Cascades, and so on. Then every three or so
years the club will fund a more ambitious and more remote expedition.
On a smaller scale, the club has also continued its recent traditions
of trips during vacations and weekends. During j-term, the long January break between semesters, the club continues to revisit the Alpine
Club of Canada’s cabin in Keene Valley, NY, to climb and ski in the Adirondacks. The annual spring trip to Red River Gorge has lost numbers
in favor of a trip to Red Rocks, NV. These all help club members throw
themselves into the respective climbing, and climbers return from
these trips with new skills, strength, and contagious enthusiasm. Intro
trips continue to frequent Rumney, Frankenstein, and even the cabin.
The club has also hosted several guest speakers and banquets. The
(now) annual banquet takes place in December and typically features
a slide show about the most recent Summer Grant trip. These enjoy
good attendance from current undergraduate and graduate members
as well as from alumni. As for guest speakers, the club hosted big
wall pioneer and photographer Glen Denny in October 2010; Harvard
Medical School alumnus George Hill ’57 for a talk on the 1955 climbing
camp in the Selkirks in February 2011; recent Piolet d’Or Asia winner
Freddie Wilkinson and his wife Janet Bergman about their recent trip
to the Karakorum and the first-ascent of Saser Kangri II in the fall of
2011; and UC Berkeley mountaineering historian Kerwin Klein in April
2012. These exposed the club to different types of and approaches to
climbing that the club often cannot enjoy on weekends.
Likewise, librarian Carolin Roeder (GSAS) has devoted countless
hours to maintaining, preserving, and adding to the library, often with
the help of former president David Roberts ’65. Their leadership, combined with many others’ help, gives the club a wave of enthusiasm.
New gear purchases have done much the same, and clubroom conversations are turning from armchair ambitions to realized trips to farther
lands, taller mountains, crazier routes, and greater accomplishment.
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Membership
of the
Harvard Mountaineering Club
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Barlev, Jonathan, GSAS
Bradley, Daniel, ‘14
Brotherton, Samuel, ‘12
Brown, Nick
Burke, Emily, ‘14
Casson, Michael, ‘15
Dayno, Isaac, ‘15
Drayna, Garret, GSAS
Dreszer, Taras, ‘14
Ford, David, GSAS
Enberg, Nika, HLS
Goren, Alon, Post Doc., MIT
Heller, Christopher, ‘12
Herman, Nathaniel, ‘15
Hostetler, Hannah
Kennedy, Esther, ‘13
Kwan, Eugene, GSAS/Lecturer
Lane, Taylor, ‘11
Leonard, David, M.D., HMS
Maione-Downing, Brendan, ‘13
McCarthy, Peter, ‘12
Mediatore, Jim, M.S., MIT
Moorcroft, Paul, FAS Professor
O’Brien, Torin, ‘12

Onofrey, Lauren, ‘12
Pforzheimer, Adrian, ‘14
Pforzheimer, Carl Tucker, ‘13
Proistosescu, Cristian, GSAS
Raad, Danielle, GSAS/MIT
Reilly, Amanda, ‘15
Rith-Najarian, Leslie, ‘12
Roeder, Carolin, GSAS
Russell, Nicholas, GSAS
Sall, Kathryn, ‘12
Schoenberg, Abigail, ‘12
Slattery, John Gram, ‘15
Snow, Axel, ‘15
Stein, Eli, ‘13
Stolz, Claire, ‘15
Sullivan, Henney, ‘15
Teplitz, Coz, FOP Director
Townsend, Christopher, ‘03
Trotzuk, Dylan, ‘12
Waight, Hannah, ‘10
Waldo, Nicholas, ‘13
Wien, Jason, ‘13
Wolock, Charlie, ‘15

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Ariely, David
Bennett, Christian, ‘15
Book, Tyler, ‘15
Ciarlo, Christie, GSAS
Conway, Ryan
Cote, Ashleigh, ‘15
Dale, Kevin, GSAS
Davis, John, GSD
de Rosen, Felix, ‘13
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Hyatt, Blake, HKS
Ifert-Miller, Fritz
Jordan, Jillian, ‘13
Koeller, Michael, Ext. School
Leavitt, Will, GSAS
Lyman, Ames, ‘14
McFadden, Molly, ‘15
Myklebust, Rasmus, HKS
Narayanaswami, Karthik

Drumm, Brian, ‘15
Drumm, Michael, ‘15
Du, Yang
Elzinga, Drew, ‘15
Estill, Sarah, HKS
Flygare, Jen
Fray, Elliot, MIT
Furey, Ryan, ‘15
Furrer, Roger
Goldberg, Zachary, ‘14
Gould, Alex, GSAS
Grillos, Tara, GSAS

Norris, Daniel, ‘12
Oearsib, Steven, HBS
Pflaum, Parker, GSAS
Smart, Alicia, ‘13
Smith, Jason, ‘15
Sprague, Kevin, ‘13
Stone, Nick, GSAS
Tetzlaff, Oskar, HBS
Thomson, William, FAS
Wood, Christopher, Ext. School
Worley, Robert, ‘15

LIFE MEMBERS
Abrons, Henry L., M.D., 3030 Deakin Street, Berkeley, CA, 94705
Alt, James B., 166 Bunker Hill Road, Tamworth, NH, 03886-4110
Ames, Edward A., Two Spaulding Lane, Riverdale, NY, 10471
Anagnostakis, Christopher, 141 Linden St., New Haven, CT, 06511
Arnason, John G., State University of New York, Dept. of Earth & Planetary Sciences, Albany, NY, 12222
Arnon, Stephen S., 9 Fleetwood Court, Orinda, CA, 94563
Arsenault, Steve, 5 Tilden St., Bedford, MA, 01730
Aspinwall, Peter, PO Box 656, 31926 Indian Hills Drive, Gold Beach,
OR, 97444-0656
Atkinson, William C., 343 South Ave., Weston, MA, 02493
Baldwin, Edward K., 25 Mount Pleasant St, Westborough, MA, 01581
Barrett, James E., Jr., Ten Ledyard Lane, Hanover, NH, 03755
Beal, William, Jr., 692 Dundee Rd., PO Box 1, Jackson, NH, 03846
Benner, Gordon A., Dr., 33 Keswick Court, Oakland, CA 94611-2517
Bernays, David J., 45 Wenham Rd., Topsfield, MA, 01983
Bernbaum, Edwin M., 1846 Capistrano Ave., Berkeley, CA, 94707
Blake, Judith, Dr., 11 Ridgeway Dr., Bar Harbor, ME, 04609
Breen, John, 8 Crescent Hill Ave., Lexington, MA, 02173
Briggs, Ann Morrill, 480 Hale St, Palo Alto, CA, 94301
Briggs, Winslow R., 480 Hale St, Palo Alto, CA, 94301
Brown, Jeffrey, 7601 West Mercer Way, Mercer Island, WA, 98040
Brown, Richard, 4375 Ampudia St., San Diego, CA, 92103
Brown, Steve, 20 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA, 02116
Brown, Will, 13 Williams Glen, Glastonbury, CT, 06033
Brushart, Thomas M., Dr, 3803 St Paul Street, Baltimore, MD, 21218
Bullough Per, Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, University of
Sheffield, Sheffield, United Kingdom
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Burke, James F., 10 Erick Rd, Unit 44, Mansfield, MA, 02048-3076
Callaghan, Haydie, 22 Ashcroft Road, Medford, MA, 02155
Carman, Peter T., Box 686, 6780 Lupine Trail, Wilson, WY, 83014
Carman, Edward C., Jr., 24 Cheshire St, Jamaica Plain, MA, 02130
Carpenter, Dunbar, 427 E. Gorham Street, Unit 111, Madison, WI 53703
Carter, Madeleine C. P., 7106 Radcliffe Lane, Glen Echo, MD, 20812
Carter, Ann, 361 Centre St., Milton, MA, 02186
Chamberlain, Lowell, Johnson Chamberlain & Co, 14 Commercial
Boulevard Suite 125, Novato, CA, 94949
Chi Tao, Winston, Ph.D., 6 Washington Ave., No22, Cambridge, MA,
02140
Chu, Vincent B., 820 14th St., San Fransisco, CA, 94114
Clark, Brian Edward, 700 Huron Ave, 14C, Cambridge, MA, 02138
Cobb, John C., Dr., 10501 Lagrima De Oro Rd NE, Apt 342A, Albuquerque, NM, 87111
Coburn, John F., 30 Princeton Ave., Beverly, MA, 01915
Collins, Joseph H., 63 Commercial Wharf, Apt 8, Boston, MA, 02110
Contod, Robert L., Jr., 66 Scott Road, Belmont, MA, 02478
Coombs, David K., 1515 Zamia Avenue, Apt 4, Boulder, CO, 80304-4422
Coulter, Douglas E., PO Box 48, Chocorua, NH, 03817-0048
Cox, Rachel Schieffelin, 2946 Newark St N W, Washington, DC, 20008
Cronk, Caspar, 8 Langbourne Avenue, London N6 6AL, England,
Cummins, Clint A., Dr, 761 Allen Court, Palo Alto, CA, 94303-4111
D’arcy, Ray, 480 4th Street, Oakland, CA, 94607-3829
Daniels, John L., Jr., 39 River Glen Rd., Wellesley, MA, 02181
DenHartog, Stephen L., 102 Blueberry Hill Dr. Hanover, NH, 03755
Derry, Louis A., 1334 Coddington Rd, Brooktondale, NY, 14817-9541
Dettmar, Ted, 3501 S. 15th Street, Arlington, VA, 22204
Dolginow, Doug, 12307 Stoney Creek Road, Potomac, MD, 20854
Drayna, Dennis T., Dr, 10600 Cloverbrooke Drive, Potomac, MD, 20854
Driscoll, Edward C., Jr, Dr, 11 Sandstone, Portola Valley, CA, 94028
Dumont, James A., 1972 West Hill Road, Lincoln, VT, 05443
Dunn, Frederick L., Dr, 3829 22nd St, San Francisco, CA, 94114
Durfee, Alan H., 20 Atwood Drive, South Hadley, MA, 01075-1602
Echevarria, Dr., Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, CO, 80521
Elkind, James D., 23 Slough Road, Harvard, MA, 01451-1839
Embrick, Andrew, MD, Valdez Medical Clinic, P.O. Box 1829, Valdez,
AK, 99686
Erskine, Linwood, Jr., 41 Brooks Rd., Paxton, MA, 01612
Estreich, Lisa Ayako, 643 West 207th Street Apt 4A, New York, NY,
10034-2651
Faulkner, Nathan W., 286 Beech Hill Road, Hopkinton, NH, 03229
Fetcher, Ned, Dr, 705 Highland Ave, Clarks Green, PA, 18411
Fisher, Elliot S., Dr, 915 Wallace Road, White River Junction, VT,
05001-9228
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Flanders, Anthony, 61 Sparks St. #3, Cambridge, MA, 02138
Ford, Charles, 18 Chamberlain Run, Hingham, MA, 02043
Forster, Robert W., 2215 Running Spring Drive, Kingwood, TX, 77339
Franklin, Fred A., 41 Linnaean St, Cambridge, MA, 02138
Freed, Curt R., Dr, 9080 East Jewell Circle, Denver, CO, 80231
Gable, Carl W., Dr., 1051 Chicoma Vista, Santa Fe, NM, 87507
Gabrielson, Curt, Student Canter 461, Massachusetts Institute of Tec,
Cambridge, MA, 02139
Gilbert, Scott, 40 Holland St., Somerville, MA, 02144, 617.864.5506
Goody, Richard M., 101 Cumloden Drive, Falmouth, MA, 02540-1609
Graham, John, PO Box 759, Langley, WA, 98260
Graham, William, Professor, 44 Francis Ave, Cambridge, MA, 2138
Granit, Dennis, 74 Webster Court, Newington, CT, 06111
Griscom, Andrew, 55 Sears Point Road, Chatham, MA, 02633,
Hallinan, Peter, Dr., 1812 Mezes Ave, Belmont, CA, 94002
Hamilton, Iam M., The Grange, East Chillington, Sussex, Lewes BN7
3AU, England
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